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so, DLR contributes to strengthening Germany’s position as a prime location for research and  
industry. 
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Preface 
The Institute of Networked Energy Systems has had something of an eventful past. It was set up in 2008 as the independent EWE Research 
Centre NEXT ENERGY, whose funding for the first ten years came mainly from industry donations. The Institute became affiliated with the 
German Aerospace Center (DLR) in 2017, since when it has been funded from the public purse. Finally, in 2020, it was legally merged with 
DLR. Over these years, the Institute has grown successfully from the moment ground was first broken on its greenfield site to an 
organisation that is now based at DLR’s sites in Oldenburg and Stuttgart and employs over 170 staff in total.

During these 13 years, the Institute has been constantly changing – 
not just structurally, but also in terms of its content. Specifically, it 
has been continuously adapting to ever-evolving framework 
conditions in the context of the German energy transition, which 
has been split into four phases and vividly illustrated by the acatech 
and Leopoldina academies of science (see Figure 1). At the time the 
Institute was founded, there were still some significant obstacles to 
transforming energy systems at the level of the individual 
technologies, meaning that we initially focused on materials science 
research into photovoltaics and electrochemical energy converters. 
Very soon afterwards, however, the aspects of system integration 
emerged as the principal bottlenecks to an energy transformation, 
prompting us to expand and readjust our research topics accordingly. 
One noteworthy milestone along this journey was the transfer of 
the Department for Fuel Cell Research to the DLR Institute  
of Engineering Thermodynamics which was initiated in 2018. A 
department for energy systems analysis moved the other way, being 
integrated into the Institute of Networked Energy Systems. This 
“department swap” was completed at the turn of 2020/2021, so 
that our Institute is now focused squarely on the questions of 
systems analysis and systems engineering that are shaping the 
energy transformation at both national and international level. 
Figure 2 presents an overview of how the content of our portfolio 
has evolved since 2009.

Against the background I have just outlined, I would very much like 
to express my heartfelt thanks and appreciation to our employees. 
Over all the years of constant and significant upheaval, which has 
affected structures as much as content, it has been our scientists 
whose creative and ambitious research has made this Institute what 
it is today.

With this report, we are taking a look back at the period since 
2017, which has been defined by our integration process into DLR. 
And it is the basis on which we are sketching out our plans for the 
future. While Part 1 of the report presents the main content of the 
Institute’s work and will also be used in the public sphere, Part 2 
looks more closely at aspects within DLR that concern resources and 
the background specifics regarding the organisation’s strategy.

We are looking forward to delving deeper into the issues presented  
during the review discussions on 29 and 30 September 2021.

Prof. Carsten Agert
Director of the Institute of Networked Energy Systems
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Figure 2: Evolution of the research portfolio

Figure 1: Phases of the energy transition 
©acatech/Leopoldina/Akademieunion
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1 Overview
1.1 Key issues and challenges

Nowadays, technologies such as photovoltaics, wind turbines, flexible AC transmission systems (“FACTS”) and highperformance data 
networks are available with a high level of reliability and affordability. They lay the foundations for building sustainable energy systems.  
The chief bottleneck threatening the success of the energy transition over the next two decades will therefore no longer lie in developing 
better individual technologies but in integrating them systematically into a functioning overall system that is economically attractive  
(see Figure 1). The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is tackling this system integration in the area of several networked infrastructures: 
power grids, gas grids, heating networks and data networks.
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Figure 3: Focal areas of the Institute

The complexity of the energy systems results in countless interdependencies between the technical solutions in 
respect of individual phenomena, meaning that a contemporary system research strategy should not define itself by 
individual technologies. Rather, it requires taking as holistic a view as possible for developing technical infrastructure, 
operational management and regulatory frameworks. The Institute has therefore developed a structure for dividing 
the issues posed by the systemic research challenges into the two dimensions of “space” and “time”. Four strategic 
focal areas have been defined within this framework:

Key challenges in the “Self-optimising buildings and urban districts” focal area
The decentralisation of energy technology is increasing the attractiveness of new models – particularly those focused 
on self-consumption – that are based at the level of individual buildings and residential districts. Stakeholders need 
innovative solutions in terms of technology, digital tools, operational management and business models. 

Key challenges in the “System stability: operation and infrastructure” focal area
Transmission network operators are currently responsible for system stability, ensuring that grids stay remain stable. 
They need to cooperate with providers of system services. New technical solutions, market design and operational 
management are required here in order to safeguard stable overall system operations  in energy systems dominated 
by renewable energy sources.

Key challenges in the “Distributed flexibility on a seasonal scale” focal area
Renewable energy sources fluctuate both in the short term and from season to season, so large-scale installations such 
as major storage systems and central backup power stations are generally envisaged nowadays to make up the energy 
balance. The Institute though is tackling the challenge of identifying and developing seasonally relevant flexibilisation 
technologies particularly in the area of decentralised distributed-scale technological elements of energy systems.

Key challenges in the “Concepts for sustainable energy systems” focal area
In terms of both the “journey” and the “destination”, the transformation into sustainable energy systems can only 
be structured competently if it is based on a detailed understanding of the overall system. In this context, the main 
R&D challenges include the underlying data, dynamic and spatially resolved system and market modelling, and 
formulating transformation scenarios.
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Figure 4: Structuring the four focal areas across department boundaries ensures that the 
Institute of Networked Energy Systems addresses research questions holistically, without 
confining itself to specific single technologies.

1.2 Organisational aspects and Institute structure

The Institute’s internal organisational structure – a division into departments and groups – is based on scientific 
competencies that are harnessed in a cross-cutting and interdepartmental way to tackle the focal areas. The Institute 
is structured in three departments:

• The Urban and Residential Technologies Department looks at individual technologies and components at the 
competency level of e.g. heating or vehicle technology as well as coating technology for energy converters.

• The Energy Systems Technology Department looks at how individual technologies interact to form energy  
systems at the competency level of e.g. power grids, distributed operational management and high-
performance electronics for controlling load flows.

• The Energy Systems Analysis Department looks at knowledge to guide the transformation of energy systems 
at the competency level of e.g. whole-system modelling, technology assessment and scenario creation.

The focal areas’ priorities in terms of content are organised in projects, each of which draws its resources from  
across the various departments. This ensures that the research issues are tackled holistically in a way that represents 
a genuinely system-oriented concept across all relevant scales. Instead of the departmental structure, therefore, the 
framework provided by the focal areas has been used as the basis for this report. Figure 4 shows the basic concept 
behind the underlying matrix structure.

A key challenge of its own: Interdependencies between the focal areas
There are numerous interdependencies within the energy systems between effects on different scales of time and 
space. This means that there are also interrelationships between the four focal areas identified by the Institute of 
Networked Energy Systems. Examples include:

• Technologies for balancing seasonal energy fluctuations (“Distributed flexibility on a seasonal scale” focal 
area) and technologies for energy management in buildings and districts (“Self-optimising buildings and 
urban districts” focal area) can be incorporated into the centrally allocated task of safeguarding system 
stability (“System stability: operation and infrastructure” focal area). 

• Findings from the field of technology assessment and the associated variety of potential energy 
transformation scenarios, which are studied in the “Concepts for sustainable energy systems” focal area, 
have an impact on the choice of technical solutions in the other three focal areas.

The interrelationships between the clusters of issues identified as focal areas are therefore also being taken into  
account in the Institute’s strategy process.
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2 R&D focal areas:  
 Scientific profiles and selected results
This section presents the content of and selected findings from the Institute’s four focal areas during the 2017–2020 reporting period. Each 
subsection on the focal areas starts by briefly introducing the content and using it as a basis for determining key issues. This is followed by 
selected results structured in line with the issues identified. Some of the results presented have been based on underlying research projects 
as up to 75 per cent of scientific staff were involved in third-party funded projects during the reporting period that were funded by third-
party funders and whose content was to a substantial extend shaped by the needs of the industrial project partners. 
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2.1 Focal area: Self-optimising buildings and urban districts

Transforming the energy system to provide an efficient energy supply based on renewable energy sources requires 
the integration of all consumption sectors. The use of final energy largely takes place in local applications, for 
example in the form of electricity and heat in buildings and households. Energy is also required on industrial sites, 
e.g. for process heat. The growth of electric mobility will transform this sector from a centralised system, where 
supply comes from the petrol station network, into a decentralised charging infrastructure with a very large number 
of individual charging points. This applies to regional and commuter traffic in particular. 

As well as the largely local use of energy sources, electricity generation from renewable energy will also be organised 
in an increasingly decentralised way. With the exception of offshore wind turbines, most of the power stations based 
on renewable energy sources are located in the 20 kV grid level or below. The significant economies of scale 
involved in PV installations and wind turbines means that these power stations are being increasingly operated by 
local stakeholders, who are expecting to derive some commercial or environmental policy benefit from their efforts 
[Wehkamp et al. 2020]. 

The fact that generation systems are generally organised decentrally means that sector integration between 
electricity, heat and transport can hold the key to decarbonisation, particularly at regional level [Lund et al. 2017]. 
This suggests that the focus of research and development in the field of renewable-energy-based energy systems 
solutions should be on the individual property, district and building level. In addition to reducing CO2 emissions, 
targeted grid-serving operational management of regional energy systems can help relieve pressure on higher-level 
power grid tiers.

New methods and technologies for the efficient planning and operational management of buildings, residential 
districts and urban areas are being studied and their potential for technical and economic flexibility are being 
evaluated within the “Self-optimising buildings and urban districts” focal area at the Institute of Networked Energy 
Systems. Here the focus lies on the user’s point of view. The impact on system stability is being considered in 
cooperation with the “System stability: operation and infrastructure” focal area (see Section 2.2). 

The following research questions were addressed during the 2017–2020 reporting period, and selected results are 
presented below:

1. What potential do sector integrated technologies hold for electricity and heat generation with focus on 
building shell and heat pumps? ( see Section 2.1.1)

2. How can energy system solutions be planned in terms of optimal design and operation? (see Section 2.1.2)

3. Can energy management systems based on artificial intelligence (AI) help to optimise  
operational management of energy system solutions? (see Section 2.1.3)

4. What incentive schemes lead to a provision of system friendly flexibilities?  
(see Section 2.1.4)

5. How can the developed solution for energy systems be transferred to real operation?  
(see Section 2.1.5)

Across its various departments, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems has extensive expertise enabling it to 
address these questions. This includes the ability to develop components such as switchable windows on a technical 
level, the possibilities for implementation on a software technology level offered by simulation tools, and technical 
evaluations in the laboratory. This section presents the contribution of the Institute’s research groups, from individual 
technologies to the planning and operation of energy systems solutions to real-life applications of these solutions. 



Figure 5: A switchable PV window is made from sev-
eral thin active layers: semiconductor layers, which 
act as solar cells, and transparent and opaque metal-
lic layers. 
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Section 2.1.1 looks at contributions to individual components, focusing on two technologies:

• Switchable windows with integrated photovoltaics: facades will play a key role in 
urban energy systems of the future. This is because, firstly, they offer ample space for 
photo-voltaic installations and, secondly, they let in light, thus playing an important 
role in terms of climatic and lighting conditions.

• Heat pump technology: heat pumps are a crucial technology for integrating the 
power and heat sectors on a building level.

Findings from the planning and design of energy systems are explored in Section 2.1.2.  
This includes the use of data from geoinformation systems (GISs) as the basis for analyses  
of potential as well as detailed planning tools at component level.

Section 2.1.3 focuses on the operational management of energy systems and introduces a 
range of energy management approaches, including AI based algorithms.

Section 2.1.4 presents findings from the area of incentive schemes for community 
aggregators. 

The models devised are applied both in a conventional laboratory setting and in real-life  
laboratories. Finally, Section 2.1.5 looks at how the simulations are put into practice.  
This includes the work being done in the Institute’s laboratories as well as the transfer  
to real-life application in demonstration projects.

Figure 6: The Institute of Networked Energy  
Systems makes switchable photovoltaic windows  
for its research. Laboratory samples demonstrate  
the amount of daylight that passes through in  
the windows’ transparent state.  
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2.1.1 The component level

Enormous progress has been made over the past 20 years in developing components for 
sustainable energy supply systems. Competitive production costs have helped electricity generation 
from PV installations or wind turbines develop into a driver of the energy transition. The DLR has 
been conducting successful research into new components and making a major contribution to the 
development of battery storage systems, electrolysers and fuel cells. However, in addition to 
component development, their integration is also crucial. The Institute of Networked Energy 
Systems has focused specifically on the integration of sector integrated technologies in this respect, 
complementing the activities of the Institute of Engineering Thermodynamics and the Institute of 
Solar Research.

Switchable windows with PV functionality
Modern buildings in urban areas have a high percentage of glass in their facades, ensuring a natural 
lightning of the inside. Letting in more light also means letting in extra heat, which then has to be 
removed from the building again using energy-intensive air-conditioning systems, particularly on 
hot days.

Equipping the windows with a switchable transmission allows the amount of heat and light being let 
in to be adapted depending on solar radiation (sunlight), outside temperatures, general weather 
conditions or even the personal preferences of the residents. Thus, switchable windows can 
significantly reduce the energy requirements of buildings. Being able to convert the blocked light into 
electricity using photovoltaics by switching the window to a less-transparent state creates an 
additional benefit in terms of energy efficiency. The user can decide on a case-by-case basis whether 
the window is to be highly transparent (e.g. winter days with little light) or opaque while generating 
electricity (e.g. hot summer days).

The Institute of Networked Energy Systems develops and studies switchable photovoltaic windows 
of this kind on a laboratory scale for research purposes. To this end, a semi-transparent thin-film  
solar cell based on an amorphous germanium absorber is combined with an optically switchable 
layer to form a cavity with dynamic amplification of the absorption effect [Götz et al. 2020b]. The 
optically switchable layer is made from a thin film of magnesium, which is highly reflective and thus 
exhibits ideal properties for the solar cell’s back contact. Contact with diluted hydrogen gas (<5% 
H2 in N2) turns the metallic magnesium into dielectric magnesium dihydride, which is transparent on 
account of its minimal layer thickness. Figure 5 shows the entire structure of a switchable 
photovoltaic window. 

Light conversion efficiencies of up to three per cent are currently being achieved. The study of 
switchable photovoltaic windows is looking to improve the level of transparency, colour neutrality 
and efficiency, and periodically runs through several switching cycles to identify defects and 
degradation [Götz et al. 2020a]. 

As well as developing technology, the Institute also uses modelling to study the various options for 
using switchable photovoltaic windows. This includes simulating the electricity yield in various 
switching scenarios with the aid of weather and sunlight data from satellites, which can be 
generalised for all kinds of switchable PV installations. For instance, it allows the electricity yield 
from switchable PV windows to be evaluated for rooms in parts of the world with different climates 
[Götz et al. 2021]. Figure 7 shows the daily yield of solar electricity from switchable PV windows for 

Figure 7: Projected daily energy yield, based 
on solar radiation data from the PVGIS data-
base for windows facing in three different 
directions: south (blue), south-west (orange) 
and west (green). A “threshold model” was 
chosen as the switching model, where the 
window moves from its transparent to its 
absorbent state once the amount of solar 
irradiance exceeds 600 W/m². a) shows the 
modelling for the power output converted 
every day for a switchable PV window in 
Agartala, India. b) shows the same window 
in Oldenburg, Germany.

15
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two different global regions in a predefined switching scenario. This clearly indicates that 
the scope of application of PV windows is heavily dependent on climatic conditions. In 
particular, the impact of the season in the Oldenburg case plays only a minor role. The 
transmission of switchable PV windows is also modelled as part of the energy efficiency 
analysis. The technologies are analysed in the same way as a conventional evaluation of 
window systems and compared against static, transparent solar cells. Also considered are 
aspects such as the degree of comfort inside the building resulting from the colour-neutral 
transmission by the PV windows as well as thermal insulation and the prevention of the 
solar cells overheating as they absorb sunlight. 

Heat pumps
Heat pumps harbour significant potential for a stable supply of heat to buildings by using 
electricity from renewable energy sources and thus decarbonising room heating. With the 
aim of reducing the final energy consumption of existing apartment blocks by up to 80 per 
cent by exploiting potential savings that are already there, the Institute of Networked Energy 
Systems collaborated with 17 other project partners from six countries on the BuildHEAT 
research project, which ran until August 2019. The Institute’s principal task was to 
benchmark and validate an air-to-air heat pump system. In addition to finding an operating 
method that was as energy efficient as possible, the aim was also to identify potential areas 
for optimisation and recommend actions based on them. In this context, the heat pump 
system serves as a heating, cooling and ventilation system for apartments as well as 
supplying hot water for domestic use. The operational management strategies had to take 
the use of locally generated PV electricity into account. 

The climatic constraints for the future demonstration site in Zaragoza were mapped using 
test methods that the Institute had developed internally. The test facility shown in Figure 8 
allows different representative air temperatures to be emulated while also acting as a heat 
source or sink. The heat pump (pictured on the right) can thus be operated and 
dimensioned realistically and, above all, reproducibly. The test methods involve daily profiles 
with typical temperature patterns, heat and cold loads, and radiation data. These were 
supplied as annual data records by a project partner (see Figure 9) and transferred to  
time-lapse tests at the Institute of Networked Energy Systems. To this end, actual days were 
classified by their climatic and energy characteristics, and their distribution and frequency 
were evaluated. Methods and simulation tools developed at the Institute were then used to 
combine representative single days into a shortened year-long cycle, resulting in reduced test 
times of 21 rather than 365 days. Generation and requirement profiles were specified and 
performance and energy KPIs calculated. The test reproduced the heat requirements of the 
apartment on specific days, which had to be covered by the system. These requirements 
consisted of different heat and cold loads depending on the season and hot water profiles, 

Figure 8: Test facility for evaluating  
air-to-air heat pump systems at the  
Institute.



Table 1: Overview data and results of time-lapse test 
from Zaragoza. The individual target and actual val-
ues are reported as projected annual values, which 
provide insights into the energy parameters obtained.
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supplemented by PV radiation profiles. Target and actual values were recorded and 
compared to evaluate the reproduction quality of the test design and the calculation of 
energy KPIs. The amount of power required by the electrical consumers in the heat pump 
system – primarily the compressor, additional heating rod and fan – was also logged. 

The performance rating of a heat pump indicates the ratio between the heating power it 
produces, and the electrical power consumed by the compressor. Unlike the generally more or 
less stationary operating modes used for performance tests of this kind, the operation of the 
heat pump was highly dynamic in terms of its operational and temperature management. As 
expected, lower performance ratings were achieved as a result of the additional requirement 
to ventilate living spaces and prepare hot water. The value designated in the project as the 
“thermal energy to operating power ratio” (TOR) was 1.75, meaning that 1 kW of electrical 
energy is required to produce 1.75 kW of heat energy. Only little of the PV electricity 
generated was used by the apartment itself as there were only a few days in which the 
heating requirements and supply of solar radiation correlated. This meant that power had to 
be taken from the grid. The individual KPIs for the year are shown in Table 1.

Parameter  value unit

Heat demand [A] 2.511 [kWh]

Cooling demand [B] -844 [kWh]

Hot water demand [C] 1.000 [kWh]

Solar radiation [D] 1.848 [kWh]

System power demand [E] 2.795 [kWh]

Heat output [F] 2.863 [kWh]

Cooling output [G] -1.035 [kWh]

Hot water output [H] 1.002 [kWh]

Total thermal energy demand [F]+[G]+[H] 4.900 [kWh]

Max. PV-self-consumption (calculated) [K] 690 [kWh]

Proportional PV-self-consumption [K]/[D] 37 %

Thermal energy to operating power ratio (TOR) ([F]+[G]+[H])/[E] 1.75

Figure 9: Visualisation of expected energy demands 
after renovation for Zaragoza apartment measuring 
85 square metres. The chart above shows the  
heating and cooling requirements for heating and 
air-conditioning the renovated apartment at the 
Zaragoza demonstration site, which form the basis 
for reproducing the test profiles. The electrical load 
profiles were also validated but not taken into 
account in the tests. 

17



1 https://github.com/FlexiGIS
2 https://www.openstreetmap.org/
3 https://github.com/tum-ens/urbs
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2.1.2 Foundations for designing and planning innovative energy systems solutions

Developing sustainable energy supply systems for residential districts and properties requires all manner of different 
aspects to be taken into account. For instance, the increasing integration of the electricity, heat and traffic sectors has 
to be considered just as much as the seasonal dynamics of energy provision and local conditions such as existing grid 
infrastructures, transport links and the condition of the existing buildings. To tackle these challenges, the Institute of 
Networked Energy Systems has worked out foundations for planning tools for integrated energy systems on various 
spatial levels and timescales. On the one hand, a model was developed that allows realistic energy models of urban 
structures to be created based on publicly available data. On the other, a modelling environment for “installation-
specific energy system design” was created that allows the design and layout of installations to be optimised with 
regard to several KPIs. 

GIS-based foundations for planning principles
Developed at the Institute, FlexiGIS1 (“Flexibilisation in Geographic Information Systems”) is an open-source, open-
data tool for modelling, simulating and optimising urban energy systems. Such open energy models lend support to 
the decision-making process at policy level by providing relevant insights into the planning of sustainable towns and 
cities. However, open energy models and freely available, reliable data sets are rarely provided with the required level 
of details. Based on open-source principles, therefore, FlexiGIS contributes towards the open modelling of urban 
energy infrastructures. 

The FlexiGIS tool is designed to be modular and transferable and can thus be used by a broad target group of users. 
The spatial temporal distribution of local electricity consumption as well as its local power generation are simulated 
in FlexiGIS. Deploying GIS-techniques, and different datasets can be linked to additional layers of data levels, such as 
land use or any desired installation locations, using tools taken from geoinformation systems. 

In order to calculate high-resolution electricity demand and generation in high-resolution based on prototypes of the 
respective buildings and roads prototypes, a bottom-up approach is adopted. The georeferenced data on building and 
road types was taken from the OpenStreetMap2 database. The developed model has been successfully validated 
using real-life measurement data provided by EWE NETZ, the local distribution grid operator [Alhamwi et al. 2018b]. 
In order to investigate various scenarios for deploying flexibilisation options such as power storage systems 
economically in urban settings environments, an optimisation was conducted by a FlexiGIS via a soft coupling 
between FlexiGIS and with the urbs3 open-source model [Ranalli und Alhamwi 2020; Alhamwi et al. 2019;  
Alhamwi et al. 2018a]. 

The open-source, open-data approach of FlexiGIS proves that (urban) energy systems with freely accessible data and 
tools can be represented realistically using freely accessible data sets and tools [Alhamwi et al. 2018a; Alhamwi et al. 
2017]. In addition, the open-source approach also helps to increase the modelling transparency and the acceptance 
of the results amongst various stakeholders. 

Figure 10: Cartographic representation of the urban energy 
infrastructure and potential locations for decentralised battery 
storage systems in a scenario for 2030 for the Wechloy dis-
trict of Oldenburg (a). The enlarged area (b) shows the ener-
gy infrastructure and the distribution structures for battery 
storage systems [Alhamwi et al. 2019].
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Cases investigated using FlexiGIS have shown that higher degrees of self-sufficiency can be achieved in towns and 
cities, by increasing the percentage of renewable energy sources integrated in the power supply system [Ranalli und 
Alhamwi 2020; Alhamwi et al. 2019; Alhamwi et al. 2018a; Alhamwi et al. 2018b]. As the share of decentralised 
renewable electricity generation in cities increases, the storage of electricity is of central importance. The 
optimisation results from the case studies indicate that, by 2030, a high percentage of renewables – up to 60 per 
cent of installed power – could cut overall system costs by half compared with today’s energy system. Nevertheless, 
an “off-grid” scenario or fully self-sufficient urban energy systems are neither cost-effective nor technically feasible 
[Alhamwi et al. 2019; Alhamwi et al. 2018b; Alhamwi  
et al. 2018a]

Designing energy systems solutions
Factors such as regulatory framework conditions, technology options and operator models must be taken into 
account in order to come up with an ideal design and size of energy supply solutions. Questions about the 
maximum CO2 output, the desired degree of self-sufficiency, local soil conditions or the planned use of the buildings 
are also key. In order to factor the various influences into decision-making processes when planning energy systems 
with an installation-specific design at property and residential district level, an innovative approach was adopted that 
uses a special optimiser to pick the technology and does not rely on energy concepts that are already familiar and 
established. The selection of potential technologies encompasses all conceivable technologies, such as generation 
systems, power and heat storage systems, converters and energy networks, without considering any obvious way  
to combine them. 

Integrating new technologies and combined or hybrid approaches opens up the possibility of finding potential 
solutions on which planning is not yet focusing at present. To answer this question, the open-source modelling 
framework oemof (“Open Energy Modelling Framework”) was used and was supplemented by key aspects in terms 
of the technologies being employed. The oemof environment was coupled with a non-linear optimiser so that non-
linear effects such as regulatory framework conditions could be addressed. Finally, the modelling environment was 
coupled with a multi-criteria design optimisation function in order to incorporate criteria such as costs, CO2 emissions 
and self-sufficiency levels into the simulation or to apply different framework conditions [Schmeling et al. 2020]. 

The input parameters are, firstly, the requirements resulting from the building standards and the number of 
occupants, including the floor space, under the corresponding climatic conditions. Secondly, the energy generation, 
energy conversion and energy transport systems are also incorporated into the model together with their setup costs 
and associated operating costs. One key point is the mapping of potential business and operator models, which are 
determined by the legal framework and the underlying conditions in the energy industry. CO2 emissions and energy 
prices for mains power were also factored into the simulation. 

The optimisation strategy pursued is illustrated in Figure 11. Specifically, potential system arrangements and 
dimensions are proposed in a recurring process and optimised in terms of KPIs (key performance indicators) in the 
operating method. This data is then incorporated again into the next stage of the iteration. While an MINLP optimiser 
(Mixed integer non-linear programming) is used for the arrangements and scaling of the systems, a linear optimiser is 
used for the cost-optimised operating method.

Figure 11: Schematic representation of the optimisation strategy with iterative optimisation of 
installation size and operation. The design and estimates relating to operational management  
are gradually optimised in terms of the relevant KPIs while paying attention to the constraints. 

Optimisation of Sizing
(MINLP)

Sizing Boundary Conditions Operation/KPIs

Optimisation of Operation
(MILP)

Annuity: 120.000 €/a
CO2 Emission: 120 t/a
Own-Consumption: 70 %

CHP: 20 kWel

PV South: 120 kWp

PV East/West: 20 kWp

Heat Pump: 100 kwth

Boiler: 0 kWth

Wells: 25 @ 300 m
Heat Storage: 35 m3

...
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The result of this optimisation of design and operation in the solution space is a Pareto front 
similar to that illustrated in Figure 12 and Figure 13 for the ENaQ demonstration project 
(“energy-efficient neighbourhood”; see Section 5.5 “Technically focused models at 
decentralised level”).

This design example optimises costs, CO2 emissions and degree of self-consumption, taking 
account of heat and electricity supply. The consumption data was calculated based on the 
occupant numbers defined in the project, the energy standards of the buildings and the  
desired amount of living space. Therefore, an energy consultant provided figures for a year, 
which were converted into hourly data with the help of additional simulations. The electrical 
loads were modelled using the publicly available “LoadProfileGenerator”. 2017 was chosen 
as the simulation period for the optimisation as all the necessary underlying data, such as 
CO2 emissions for mains power, were available for this year. In addition, there were no  
unusual weather events in 2017, meaning that it can be regarded as representative for the 
future. The impact of extreme years will be studied in sensitivity analyses in the future. On 
the heat side, the focus is on CHP-based solutions (see Figure 12), in view of the current 
framework conditions governing the energy industry, costs and regulations. Solutions based 
on heat pumps, solar thermal energy or pellet heating are rarely predominant, while 
solutions dominated by power-to-heat or condensing boilers are not on the Pareto front.  
On the power side, PV-dominated solutions make it possible to devise concepts with very 
low-emissions. If more emissions are accepted, CHP plants become predominant. Although 
the cheapest solutions for supplying electricity are based on purchases from the grid, they 
generate the highest emissions – based on the German electricity mix.

In summary, it can be said that the optimum form of district heating favours concepts  
dominated by CHP under the given constraints. By contrast, complex systems reduce  
emissions but have higher investment costs.

2.1.3 Self-learning systems for energy and power management

Besides the issue of optimising design, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems is also  
focusing on operational management. With the optimum operation of a local system in mind, 
its scientists are studying a range of machine learning and AI approaches as well as new ways 
of structuring the hierarchy of participants within an energy system. Its work can be divided 
into two areas of application, “energy management” and “stable distribution grid operation”. 

AI in energy management
As well as the increasing installation of systems based on renewable energy sources for  
operating energy supply systems, the number of switchable consumers is also continuing to 
rise. Although the integration of electric cars poses a major challenge in this regard, the  
integrated storage system also harbours potential for instigating a shift in energy and power 
output. The Institute’s work during the reporting period was geared towards using machine 
learning approaches to optimise the operation of energy supply systems. The energy 
management of decentralised energy systems hinges on a reliable forecast of electrical loads 
and generators. For small installations, these have to work cost-effectively, require little 
maintenance and adapt to changing framework conditions through self-learning if they  
are to be economical.

As part of the EMGIMO project (see Section 2.1.5), a self-learning forecasting method for 
PV installations that was based on inexpensive or freely available data sources was 
developed and trialled on a 99.9 kWp installation in Munich, amongst others. To this end, 
for starters approaches based on ARIMA (auto regressive integrated moving average), SVR  
(support vector regression), kNN (k-nearest neighbours) and ANN (artificial neural networks) 
were evaluated first of all. Ultimately, comparing different approaches indicated the best  
results for a long short-term memory (LSTM) grid architecture, which is particularly suited to 
time series predictions. This architecture offers the possibility of modelling long-term  
dependencies lasting several days while also allowing information to be forgotten through  
a “forget gate”, thus enabling a response to changes [Maitanova et al. 2020].

Figure 13: Pareto-optimal system design for the  
energy-efficient neighbourhood depending on the 
number of technologies used.
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Figure 12: Pareto-optimal system designs for an  
energy-efficient neighbourhood. Predominant  
technology for supplying (A) heat and (B) electricity. 
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In the project, a prediction algorithm was ultimately deployed based on this grid architecture 
in which the neural network is constantly being retrained using the data collected during 
system operation in order to respond to changes that occur such as dirt, shade or malfunction 
of solar panels. The prediction method developed represented a significant improvement on 
the persistence forecast (RMSE of 8.95 kW instead of 11.86 kW for an installation size of 
99.9 kWp) [Telle et al. 2020].

There is another challenge besides forecasting the amount of power generated: predicting 
loads inside buildings and properties. The number of consumers and their seasonal dynamics 
is often unclear, particularly in large buildings or properties. However, efficient local energy 
management requires short-term load forecasts that ideally work with limited data. To this 
end, an (unsupervised) NILM approach (non-intrusive load monitoring) was developed to 
predict loads. It was successfully evaluated for the first time on a demonstration object. This 
approach uses only load profile data collected at the house connection point in order to  
extract load profiles for the relevant consumers inside the building, calculate the 
corresponding switching times and predict future switching times (Figure 14). A cluster 
analysis is performed to assign peaks in the derivation of active and reactive power to 
groups that are presumed to represent an appliance or appliance mode. Building on this, 
specific load profiles for each appliance are calculated using median blending. With this 
approach, the load pattern is disaggregated into load profiles using a particle swarm 
optimiser (PSO) and serves in turn as input data for a neural network for the short-term 
forecasting (less than 60 minutes) of future switching times [Brucke et al. 2020b; Brucke et 
al. 2020a].

The effectiveness of this new approach is illustrated in Figure 15, which shows measured 
and predicted load profiles. Efficient energy management algorithms can be developed on 
the generation and load side with the aid of the prediction methods presented.

The work described here provided content for several posts on DLR’s AI blog [Maitanova  
Accessed 2021; Telle Accessed 2021].

Figure 14: Disaggregating a load profile involves 
breaking down the load into the individual contribu-
tions made by consumers. The load profile can then 
be predicted.

Figure 15: The load profile of a commercial building 
over a day was analysed using a data acquisition box 
developed specifically for the purpose and compared 
with the forecast produced. It can be seen that the 
forecast mirrors the actual load profile very closely.
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Hierarchy-agnostic approaches
As well as forecasts, the Institute of Networked Energy  
Systems also formulates hierarchy- and device-agnostic energy 
management approaches. Advancing sector integration is 
increasing the diversity of the components that make up the 
energy systems, particularly at the level of individual devices and 
appliances. This includes their overarching classification by type, 
such as heat pump, electric car or power storage system. In 
addition, these devices can have different manufacturers. An 
energy management approach that works regardless of devices’ 
characteristics thus enables them to be progressively integrated 
and the overall complexity to be reduced. To this end, an energy 
management system was developed that works in a device-
agnostic way, i.e. without any knowledge of the devices involved, 
and thus allows new participants to be integrated gradually.  
The algorithm is based on macroeconomic principles that are 

implemented in the form of control signals. These are then varied by auctioneers assigned to 
network operation equipment on a topological basis. This enables performance characteristics 
of the technical equipment to be integrated into the energy management approach. 

The algorithm was tested in simulations and compared against a benchmark representing 
the uncoordinated operation of the components in accordance with the state of the art. 
Eight scenarios were defined in which different technologies are primarily used. These were 
implemented using a Monte Carlo approach. This shows that the algorithm, in particular,  
results in a significant reduction above all in peak loads (Figure 16). Self-consumption and 
self-sufficiency are also improved [Arens et al. 2021]. 

AI for the stable operation of distribution grids
As well as organising energy provision and load flows, operational management on the 
power side is also an important factor in the stable operation of a distribution grid structure. 
Power electronic converter systems for integrated energy systems solutions are playing an 
increasingly central role in the electrical energy system. Converters (e.g. inverters) always act 
as an interface between photovoltaic installations or wind turbines and the electrical energy 
distribution system in energy systems with a high percentage of renewable energy sources. 
As well as converting DC into AC voltage, inverters also bring additional benefits for 
operating power grid structures, such as supplying reactive power for targeted voltage 
control. Although this technology is already being used in a large number of inverters, the 
corresponding characteristic curves for control apply equally to all grid connection points. In 
view of the highly individual and constantly changing grid structure in the field, the reactive 
power management approach adopted by the Institute of Networked Energy Systems is 
focused on specific connection points. To this end, machine learning approaches are used to 
learn a specific rule for regulating reactive power at different grid connection points in order 
to optimise voltage behaviour in the surrounding distribution grid autonomously using self-
learning inverters. [Beyer et al. 2021] discusses the development of an algorithm for  
reinforcement learning (RL) for the adaptive provision of reactive power, which is evaluated 
using reference grids. The results show that the use of machine learning can enable reactive 
power to be regulated adaptively and voltage fluctuations caused by switching on large loads 

and generators to be balanced autonomously. Figure 17 shows, 
by way of example, how grid voltage can be stabilised using the 
machine-learning-based regulating algorithm developed. 

A further approach for intelligent voltage behaviour in 
distribution grids is currently being pursued as part of a doctoral 
thesis. Using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and ANNs 
(supervised), loads and generators in the vicinity of an inverter 
are to be identified during operation so that regulation 
parameters can be adapted intelligently. 

Figure 16: Comparison of peak loads when applying 
the algorithm with a benchmark in the form of a  
violin plot for eight scenarios in which different  
technologies are used. In particular, the peak  
loads are reduced in each scenario.

Figure 17: The regulating algorithm stabilises grid 
voltage. The thick black line indicates the voltage 
after stabilisation. During the test, it was possible to 
reduce voltage fluctuations by more than 50% 
[Beyer et al. 2021].
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Figure 18: Actor specific profit in different aggrega-
tion scenarios involving a community storage system 
compared to the benchmark scenario with no such 
system. [Safarazi et al. 2020]

2.1.4 Incentive schemes for the provision of system-friendly flexibility

What flexibilities decentralised energy systems provide to the overall system and how 
incentives to promote a system-friendly operation can be created must also be studied when 
designing decentralised energy systems. To this end, scientists from the Institute investigated 
various business models for energy community aggregators by developing a model of a 
community energy system. This took account of the impact of different tariff structures and 
operating strategies, which were combined into “aggregation scenarios” in respect of the 
following (see Figure 18): 

• inflexible households 
• flexible households equipped with heat pumps and heat storage 
• prosumer households with a PV system
• “prosumagers” (households with a PV and battery storage systems) 

In addition, a market alignment indicator (MAI) was used to assess the extent to which 
electricity trading in such an energy community is aligned with the price signals of the 
wholesale market. An MAI value of 1 indicates that electricity trading is following the 
trading trend in a scenario that is wholly aligned with the price signals from the wholesale 
market (see Figure 19). 
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The results indicate that, within the regulatory framework under consideration, the use  
of a community storage system can increase the operational profits from the community 
aggregator while also improving the alignment between the energy community’s electricity 
trading and the price signals from the energy market. Introducing a real-time tariff for the 
energy community can also have a similar effect if the community aggregator is profit-
oriented [Sarfarazi et al. 2020a].

This work was supplemented by analyses using the agent-based simulation model AMIRIS 
(see Section 2.4.2 “Infrastructure requirements and use”) regarding effects of profit and 
self-sufficiency maximising operating strategies of the community storage system on 
electricity prices of the wholesale market and on the amount of price-induced curtailment  
of energy from variable energy sources [Safarazi et al. 2020b].

2.1.5 Applications in laboratory and real-life settings

The Institute is committed to evaluating the solutions that it devises in real-life applications 
and has access to infrastructures of this kind in buildings and residential districts via third-
party funded projects. A mini-grid project has also been completed successfully together 
with partners in South Africa. In addition, the Institute has set up various laboratory 
environments over the past few years, which it operates in order to be able to evaluate  
energy management approaches in the laboratory, for example. Both the real-life and  
the conventional laboratory settings are presented in more detail below.

Multi-party commercial properties
As part of the EMGIMO4 project, an energy management system was developed and 
evaluated that includes the photovoltaic systems, the switchable power consumers inside  
a building, and the infrastructure for charging electric cars (see Section 2.1.3). A Munich 
commercial property with multiple tenants served as reference. A data acquisition box 
developed specifically for the purpose was installed inside the building to record high-
resolution load profiles on the power side. The data provided the basis for the work on the 
load forecast covered in Section 4.3. The real-life data from the 99.9 kWp PV installation 
was also used to evaluate the machine-learning-based PV forecasts.

Figure 20: Distance East London –  
Upper Blinkwate

Figure 21: Schematic representation of the mini-grid 
including the buildings and energy systems.

4  www.emgimo.eu
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Energy-efficient neighbourhood 
The ENaQ5 (Energy-efficient neighbourhood Fliegerhorst Oldenburg) project will see a 
residential district containing some 120 dwellings built on a former airfield in Oldenburg. 
The aim is to develop a sustainable energy supply system for this urban planning project  
and link it to an innovative energy trading system. Based on the solutions devised for an 
“optimised energy system design” (see Section 2.1.2) and working together with partners, 
the Institute came up with decision-making templates for the design and layout of the 
energy system, taking various predefined KPIs into account. An extensive monitoring 
campaign will be conducted once the residential district has been built and opened. In the 
future, the residential district will offer scope for studying new component solutions and 
energy management approaches as well as mobility aspects. 

Mini-grid in South Africa
The Institute of Networked Energy Systems played an active role in a mini-grid project for 
bringing electricity to rural areas in South Africa [Ravanbach et al. 2020]. A hybrid mini-grid 
was designed, constructed and evaluated under a partnership between the Eastern Cape  
region and the federal state of Lower Saxony and with funding from GIZ (Deutsche  
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit, Germany’s international development  
agency - GIZ). It is located in Upper Blinkwater in South Africa’s Eastern Cape, a rural  
community with 70 households and no access to the public power grid (Figure 20 und 22). 
More than 90 per cent of residents are classed as living in poverty. 

The project is geared towards securing an energy supply from an economic and environmental 
perspective in the interests of the people living in an unelectrified rural community. The  
Upper Blinkwater grid is serving as the pilot project in this respect. A reliable source of 
electricity would enable the village’s residents to extend local value-added chains and 
interact economically with neighbouring communities on a much sounder footing in the 
future. In the first part of the project, a 75 kWp photovoltaic installation combined with a 
diesel generator and a power storage system was built and commissioned. The possibility of 
integrating a wind turbine was then examined in a second step. Table 2 shows the designs 
for the individual components and Figures 23 and 24 photos of the installations in place. 

Laboratory settings
The Institute of Networked Energy Systems has various infrastructures at its disposal for 
evaluating system components and entire energy systems solutions under realistic conditions. 
Its PV technical centre also allows active layers and window elements with PV applications to 
be manufactured on a laboratory scale of up to 30 x 30 cm² active area and tested in terms 
of their optical and electrical parameters. There are various test facilities available for 
assessing components of domestic energy systems such as heat pumps and CHP installations 
in a system environment. The operating principle of energy management concepts can be 
analysed in electrical engineering test environments. Finally, the NESTEC emulation centre 
provides a space for observing large-scale integrated systems connected up in a network. 
Further information can be found in Sections 5.1 “R&D installations for façade elements 
that provide flexibility”, 5.3 “NESTEC: unique hardware system emulator/simulator that  
links living labs with modelling/simulation”, 5.4 “Test facilities for batteries and system 
components” and 5.5 “Technically focused models at a decentralised level”. 

Figure 22: The Upper Blinkwater site, where the 
mini-grid was installed

Figure 23: Photovoltaic installation for the mini-grid

Table 2: Installed components and their energy 
parameters

5  www.enaq-fliegerhorst.de

Component Capacity

PV 75 kWpeak

Diesel Generator 44 kW

PV Inverter 60 kW (3*20 kW)

Battery Inverter 6-9 kW

Battery (Li-Ion) 130 kWh (2*65 kWh)

Figure 24: Mini-grid container with inverters, battery 
storage system and operating element
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2.2 Focal area: System stability: operation and infrastructure

The energy system is undergoing far-reaching changes, even if one only considers shorter 
timescales. This is due partly to the defossilisation of the energy system and the increasing 
integration of renewable energy sources and partly to the technical advances made in 

developing power electronic components and the coupling of energy sectors [Agora 
Energiewende 2018; Lopes et al. 2007]. This results in the need to design 

and guarantee the resilience of the power system using new 
mechanisms in future. Large synchronous generators are 

increasingly being substituted by decentralised feed-in units, 
which are connected to the grid via power electronics, 

meaning that the power grid is losing more and more 
conventional providers of system-supporting services. 
These will thus need to be supplied by alternative 
technologies in the future [Deutsche Energie-Agentur 
GmbH 2014; Oureilidis et al. 2020]. 

In addition, renewable energy sources such as wind  
and solar energy call for particularly flexible reactions 

from both consumers and the system services supporting 
them due to their relatively fast-changing feed-in fluctuations. 

The dynamics in fluctuations within the system are thus set to increase 
continuously [Deutsche Akademie der Technikwissenschaften e.V. 2015; 

Brunner et al. 2020]. New solutions are therefore required to stabilise grids. Taking sector 
integration into account, these must be able to facilitate and maintain resilient operation at 
all voltage levels, even if a high percentage of the energy mix is coming from renewables 
[Deutsche Energie-Agentur GmbH 2014; Givisiez et al. 2020]. 

To support the (trans-)national energy transition, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems 
is developing forecasting methods, operational management strategies, technologies for the 
provision of system services and recommendations for future market designs viewed from 
the perspective of optimum operation of the overall system as part of its focal area “System 
stability: operation and infrastructure”. The following issues in particular were addressed in 
this regard during the reporting period:

1. Can feed-in forecasts for wind and solar energy be used to improve the operational  
management of power grids (see Section 2.2.1)? 

2. How can grid states in regions with a high percentage of renewables in their energy 
mix be determined and predicted in future and extreme events avoided (see Section 
2.2.2)?

3. What technical components can provide system-supporting services in order to 
increase the stability and flexibility of the system (see Section 2.2.3)? 

4. Where and to what extent will grids and storage systems need to be expanded  
(see Section 2.2.4)?

5. To what extent are regulatory framework conditions limiting the cost-effectiveness  
of integrated systems (see Section 2.2.5)? 

To answer these and other questions, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems can draw 
on an extensive skills base in its research departments, e.g. in the fields of energy meteorology, 
energy systems technology, energy systems modelling, sector integration, energy scenarios 
and technology assessment as well as energy economics.

Infrastructures developed at the Institute during the reporting period such as NESTEC (see 
Section 5.3“NESTEC: unique hardware system emulator/simulator that links living labs with 
modelling/simulation”) and Eye2Sky (see Section 5.6 “Eye2Sky: a one-of-a-kind system for 
short-term forecasts of solar power feed-in”) are worthy of particular mention in the context 
of tackling the above research questions and any that might arise in the future. The 

Figure 26: Weather station on Pferdemarkt in the city 
of Oldenburg. Together with 37 other measuring 
points in north-western Germany and satellite data 
from DLR, it forms the Eye2Sky measurement net-
work, the only one of its kind in the world. This net-
work measures solar irradiance hitting the surface 
and monitors the movement of clouds using 3D ste-
reo observations. The Eye2Sky network lets the Insti-
tute investigate how to improve forecasts for feeding 
in solar power (the photo shows Dr Thomas Schmidt, 
project manager responsible for planning the setup 
of Eye2Sky).

Figure 25: Simplified visual representation of the pos-
sible structure of Germany’s future energy system. 
Amongst other things, it features a high degree of 
decentralisation, feed-in from renewable energy 
sources at various voltage levels, numerous flexibility 
options and the integration of the electricity, gas, 
heat and mobility sectors.
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following sections present the developments and the Institute’s findings relating to the 
“System stability: operation and infrastructure” focal area between 2017 and 2020. 

Section 2.2.1 “Forecasting methods” details work done by the Institute to increase the  
quality of methods used to forecast the feed-in of electricity from wind and solar energy. 
The work relates in particular to progress made as part of several projects: ProPower 
(“Probabilistic renewable energy feed-in forecasts from numerical weather prediction models 
for the optimised operational management of power systems”) projects, HyForPV (“Hybrid 
solar radiation forecasts and scalable computational methods for system integration and 
marketing of PV electricity”), Smart4RES (“Next-generation modelling and forecasting of 
variable renewable generation for large-scale integration in energy systems and markets”) 
and Wobas-A (“Cloud-camera-based radiation forecasting for use in solar power plants”).  
Within the scope of these activities, the Institute also designed the Eye2Sky measurement  
infrastructure and constructed it in the city of Oldenburg and elsewhere in north-western 
Germany (see Section 5.6 “Eye2Sky: a one-of-a-kind system for short-term forecasts of  
solar power feed-in”).

Section 2.2.2 “Operational management strategies” presents the Institute’s 
research work, focusing particularly on the enera research project. This is 
one of five projects being supported in Germany as part of the SINTEG 
funding programme (“Intelligent energy showcase – Digital agenda for  
the energy transition”) run by the German Federal Ministry for Economic 
Affairs and Energy (BMWi). enera was designed as a demonstration project 
whose unique feature related to how it trialled intelligent communication 
technology, sensor systems and actuators in a real-life model region, thus 
enabling the distribution grid to be developed further into a “smart grid”. 

Section 2.2.3 “Innovative operating equipment” looks at the Institute’s work developing  
new, system-supporting grid devices. These represent an important and necessary addition 
for drawing up concepts for grid planning and operation in order to achieve objectives such 
as greater efficiency, environmental sustainability, cost optimization and a high level of 
availability. Another aim is to enable an efficient and cheap integration of renewable and/or 
decentralised energy installations into power grids. The key technologies for mastering the 
upcoming challenges posed by decentralised power grid architectures with a high proportion 
of renewable primary energy sources include, in particular, system-stabilising converter 
technologies and strategies for regulating them. To this end, a research platform and a 
suitable test environment for converter technology (“power-hardware-in-the-loop”) was 
developed as part of the Institute’s activities in the same environment as the NESTEC grid 
simulation model (see Section 5.3 “NESTEC: unique hardware system emulator/simulator  
that links living labs with modelling/simulation”). 

Section 2.2.4 “Planning the expansion of grids and storage systems” presents research 
findings from the Institute that, in particular, focus on the most economically advantageous 
way to plan grid and storage system infrastructure in Germany at various voltage levels. 
Between 2015 and 2018, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems developed an open 
data and software pool for integrated power grid planning together with other research 
partners as part of the open_eGo research project (“A planning tool that works across 
different voltage levels to determine the optimal extension of power grids and storage 
infrastructure in Germany, integrated in an OpenEnergy platform”). 

The supply of energy from renewable energy sources is subject to natural fluctuations in  
the weather and shifts in consumer demand. Amongst other things, ensuring that the grid’s  
stability is maintained despite these fluctuations requires a supply of balancing power from 
flexibly controllable power plants, which compensate for the disparities between the 
planned amounts and the actual energy consumption. Section 2.2.5 “Framework conditions 
and market design” therefore introduces findings from the HyReK 2.0 project (“hybrid  
regulating power station 2.0”) for the operation and cost-effectiveness of integrated  
systems under the prevailing regulatory market conditions. The Institute of Networked 
Energy Systems’ partners in the project include swb AG, which operates the power station, 
and AEG Power Solutions. What makes the demonstration project unique is the prospective  

Figure 27: The “enera” contiguous model region is 
formed of the northwest German rural districts of 
Aurich, Friesland and Wittmund together with the city 
of Emden. With a share of energy generated from 
renewable sources amounting to 235 per cent in net 
terms, it produced much more renewable power than 
it consumed as long ago as 2016. The region was 
thus one of the areas in Germany with the highest 
share of renewable energy. ©EWE AG

Figure 29: With the open_eGo project, the Institute of 
Networked Energy Systems and its project partners 
have developed a data and software pool that is freely 
accessible. The platform allows grid operators to eval-
uate their projects from an economic as well as an 
operational management perspective (the photo 
shows Dr Wided Medjroubi (right) and Julian Bartels 
(left), who made key contributions to the modelling).

Figure 28: Power electronic converter systems (the 
picture shows a fast-charging station by way of  
example) can be tested and new control strategies  
trialled in the “power-hardware-in-the-loop”  
environment that has been set up.

Figure 30: Power station owned by the energy  
supplier swb AG in Bremen’s Hastedt district, on 
whose premises an integrated regulating power  
station was built as part of the HyReK 2.0 research 
project. The power station has a 15 MW battery  
storage system for providing frequency containment 
reserve for the power system as well as an electro- 
boiler (“power-to-heat”) connected to the city of  
Bremen’s district heating network. ©swb AG
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reduction of fossil fuels used to generate balancing power by combining power-
to-heat technology with efficient battery energy storage systems. This project 
is a shining example of how market design and regulation have a hand in the 
economical operation of a power plant. The project is thus aiming to use 
innovative concepts and intelligent operational management methods to reduce 
coal-based minimum generation in the energy system and contribute to the 
gradual phasing-out of coal in general.

2.2.1 Forecasting methods

The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is studying the variability of  
fluctuating energy sources and the predictability of electricity feed-in in order to 
optimise the operational management of power systems and expansion planning 
for grids with a high percentage of renewable energy. Forecasting methods for 
solar feed-in in a high temporal and spatial resolution are being developed using 
ground- and satellite-based sensor systems and numerical meteorological models, 
with inverter information to be added as an additional source of information in 
the future as well. Customised forecasting methods enable distributed PV 
installations, large-scale PV and CSP plants and power grids to be operated  
in an optimised and economically favourable way. Likewise, the systematic 
quantifying and assessment of errors in feed-in forecasts is playing an increasingly 
important role in integrating wind and solar energy into the grid [Schroedter-
Homscheidt et al. 2018; Nouri et al. 2020]. Particularly with regard to stochastic 
dispatch optimisation of wind energy in combination with flexibilities, the 
Institute’s analyses have been able to show that probabilistic wind forecasts based 
on ensembles from meteorological models or on observation methods, such as 
lidar, very short-term forecasts are beneficial [Theuer et al. 2020]. 

Meteorological forecasts support the planning and operational  
management of grids and system installations

Figure 31 shows ensembles from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), which have been calibrated with EMOS (Ensemble
Model Output Statistics) and validated with Reanalysis wind speeds.  It has been 
possible to demonstrate that the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) – 
and thus the accuracy of the probabilistic forecast – has been successfully 
improved, particularly in areas with a complex orography and along coasts.

Figure 32 shows short-term forecasts of global and direct normal irradiance for 
the next few hours derived from meteorological satellites at the site of the La 
Africana CSP power station in Spain. These methods were developed further as 
part of the Wobas-A project for global radiation and thus for PV plants, including 
those with tracking systems. It shows forecasts updated every 15 minutes, with 
the most recent ones shaded in dark colours. Forecasts that are less recent but 
still suitable in order to assess the current forecasting quality are shown in lighter 
colours and greyed out over time. Also shown is the spatial variability of the 
cloud field in percentiles of irradiance, which is depicted as an error bar for the 
radiation forecast in the form of a coloured area.

The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is also developing techniques for 
producing short-term solar radiation forecasts in a high temporal and spatial 
resolution based on the Eye2Sky meteorological measurement network (see 
Section 5.6 “Eye2Sky: a one-of-a-kind system for short-term forecasts of solar 
power feed-in”) and based on satellite information. In the future, these 
techniques will allow the operational management of individual installations  
and power grids to be optimised. For example, a model has been developed that 
describes the spatial variability and balancing effects of PV feed-in that are caused 
by the cloud cover as it is moved by the wind [Ranalli et al. 2020]. 

Figure 31: Continuous ranked probability score of the mean 
wind power forecast for lead times +24-47 h. (top) uncalibrated 
(raw) ensemble and (bottom) EMOS calibrated ECMWF  
ensemble.

Figure 32: Example of a probabilistic short-term forecast of  
global (top) and direct normal irradiance (bottom) derived from 
satellite observations of spatial cloud structure variability for the 
La Africana power station site in Spain. Satellite observations 
updated every 15 minutes enable the forecast for global and 
direct normal irradiance to be updated frequently. More recent 
forecasts are shown in dark shades. Measuring the spatial varia-
bility of the cloud field enables a forecast to be produced with 
error bars (coloured area). Combining the two strands of infor-
mation allows the degree of inaccuracy in the current forecast 
at the La Africana power station site (Spain) to be assessed in 
real time.  
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In addition, a new forecasting method based on a combination of different data sources is 
being developed and made operational for supercomputers in the HyForPV “Hybrid solar 
radiation forecasts and scalable calculation methods for system integration and marketing  
of PV electricity” research project for the purposes of system integration and further 
expansion of photovoltaics. This project has focused particularly on investigating what levels 
of detail in the electrical modelling of solar parks in combination with the high spatial and 
time resolution in the forecast of the irradiance field are required in order to achieve accurate 
short-term forecasts [Herrerías Azcué et al. 2020]. Figure 33 shows, by way of example, one 
finding from the project, which illustrates the cloud cover for a certain location in the Eye2Sky 
measurement network together with the global radiation measured at that location. This 
particular chart is a keogram, which was put together from individual images of the sky taken 
one after the other at the same location. Slicing a narrow section through the centre of the 
image produces a time series of the level of cloud cover in each case.

Figure 34 shows a comparison between satellite- and camera-based forecasts of solar  
irradiance for the Eye2Sky region. It can be seen that the camera-based map has a higher 
resolution but a smaller spatial range. The extent to which combining both data sources in  
a suitable way can improve forecasting quality is currently being investigated. 

Figure 33: Keogram of a camera location in the 
Eye2Sky measurement network on 21 July 2020.  
Sections through the centre of the image in a south-
north direction from 120 images per hour in each 
case (bottom). Measured time series of GHI (watts  
per m²) in 1 Hz at the top.

Figure 34: Forecasts of global horizontal irradiance (GHI) in watts per m2, based on satellite forecasts (left) and 
using a method based on the cloud cameras in the Eye2Sky measurement network (centre: analysis/observation; 
right: radiation map extrapolated with cloud cover). The data gaps in the region that are shown here will be closed 
by adding more cameras and by combining the various data sources in a suitable way to produce a seamless fore-
cast as well.
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In the case of all forecasting methods, interacting closely with 
installation and grid operators and with technology experts  
(e.g. at DLR’s Institute of Solar Research) allows quantification of  
the question of which ideal combination of forecasting methods  
will facilitate a form of system operation that stabilises the system  
or reduces costs [e.g. Dersch et al. 2019; Nouri et al. 2020]. Increasing 
the forecasting accuracy for renewable energy sources by up to 20 
per cent is the aim of the EU’s Smart4RES project (“Next Generation 
Modelling and Forecasting of Variable Renewable Generation for 
Large-scale Integration in Energy Systems and Markets”). As part of 
the project, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems is aiming to 
further improve forecasting models for predicting solar radiation by 
linking different data sources such as ground- and satellite-based 
sensor systems and numerical weather modelling (see Figure 35). 

In the future, also data from the power system, such as time series 
of photovoltaic units, can be integrated into the approach. Since 
2019, the Institute has also secured service contracts for commercial 
companies on the basis of its expertise in energy meteorology. For 
instance, current solar radiation data from satellite data is being 
supplied for Europe. The service encompasses intraday forecasts of 
solar radiation for energy trading (time series every 15 minutes) and 
input data for weather forecasting, for yield reports and for 
monitoring of solar plants (monthly maps plus time series as 
15-minute or hourly values).

2.2.2 Operational management strategies

The expansion of renewable energies means that our electricity 
supply is increasingly becoming decentralised and dependent on the 
weather. At the same time, digitalisation in the energy sector is also 
progressing further and further. In order to ensure that an overall 
system can continue to be operated cost-efficiently and robustly in 
the future and that surplus electricity is used as locally as possible,  
it is necessary to design new innovative operating concepts. To 
achieve this, the energy system of the future must be designed 
flexibly, and real-time and historical data from inverters need to  
be integrated.

In the enera research project, the Institute of Networked Energy  
Systems focused on the determination of the time- and spatially- 
resolved flexibility demand of the electricity grid and the potential of 
grid-connected systems for delivering flexibility in order to develop 
strategies for optimised operational management of power systems 
for different scenarios with high shares of renewable energy. This  
also includes analysing the kinds of critical grid situations caused by 
a strong wind front, for instance. In these situations, grid operators 
have so far been able to curtail renewable energy capacities using 
feed-in management (EisMan) and thus counteract a grid overload. 
However, this results in renewable energy is being no longer 
available to the energy system at a later point in time. 

Simulation platform achieves realistic results
Within the scope of the project, a simulation platform was 
developed that represents the high-voltage grid of the grid operator 
Avacon Netz in its voltage level of 110 kV, which is designed in a 
double ring structure. The grid model has over 100 nodes and a  
total power line length of more than 630 kilometres. The model  
also contains 1.7 GW of modelled wind power and 0.2 GW of 
photovoltaic power. The 110 kV grid is connected to the overlaid  

Figure 35: The input data from various sources are combined to produce a seam-
less forecast of solar power output. To this end, the data are first interpolated on 
an appropriate icosahedral grid and divided into separate chunks suited to the 
respective application. This allows large volumes of data to be calculated at the 
same time on a cluster. The process for linking the data to produce an optimum 
forecast is trained based on historical forecasts with different time horizons and 
historical measurements. The trained model is then applied to the current fore-
casts for all forecasting horizons.

Figure 36: The Energy Systems Technology Department at the Institute of  
Networked Energy Systems is focusing on developing new and innovative  
operational management strategies for the power grid.
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extra-high-voltage grid of TenneT TSO at three interconnection points and supplies 25 
subordinate medium-voltage grid districts of EWE NETZ within the enera region. EWE NETZ 
’s medium-voltage supply districts are depicted in an aggregated form in the model via the 
substations connected to the high-voltage grid at their voltage level of 20 kV. All equipment 
is modelled in an AC power-flow capable network calculation software in terms of its 
electrical properties. The comprehensively considered energy conversion units of the 
technologies wind energy, electrical storage, power-to-heat, power-to-gas and biogas plants 
are modelled realistically and integrated into the grid model true to location using master 
data registers. The models were developed and fed information from measurements taken 
from real-life operating equipment, using data from manufacturers as well as publicly 
available sources. 

Figure 37: Schematic representation of the simula-
tion platform for the enera region. Besides detailed 
models of the high-voltage level of the electrical  
distribution grid in the project region, the simulation 
platform also includes extensive models of the  
energy conversion units connected to this grid level. 
Feed-in forecasts are also incorporated based on 
meteorological information. This allows a variety  
of scenarios, such as the planned expansion of the 
grid, the further expansion of renewable energy 
sources and different weather conditions (e.g. 
strong wind fronts) to be represented on the  
simulation platform.

Figure 38: Representation of the measured (red) and 
simulated (green) vertical grid load on a medium- 
voltage transformer shown here as an example. The 
degree of flexibility required to stabilise the grid can 
only be calculated using the method for determining 
the vertical grid load, as otherwise the critical  
passage of time (grey-shaded area) would  
remain unknown.

Figure 39: Reduction of constraint violations in the 
simulated grid of the enera region through the use 
of different flexibility options in relation to the rated 
power of the flexibility options deployed  
[Liere-Netheler et al. 2020]

Innovative approach for calculating vertical grid load improves forecasting of  
flexibility demand to stabilise the grid
Whether the grid is potentially overloaded and the output of renewable energy units needs to 
be reduced depends primarily on the current generation and demand situation and particularly 
on the grid topology. A new methodological approach was used to calculate the spatially 
resolved vertical grid load as part of the enera project [Memmel et al. 2019]: using measured 
output time series at the substations, master data from the renewable energy conversion 
plants and meteorological time series, this method can be used to obtain precise results for the 
time- and spatially resolved demand for flexibility (see Figure 38; green graph). The developed 
method can be integrated into the operational management of the grid and, by including 
meteorological forecasts, can predict the future state of the grid with spatial and time 
resolution. Actions for avoiding critical grid conditions, such as contracting available flexibility, 
could thus already be initiated preventively. Measures could also be planned and implemented 
much more precisely than the currently used feed-in management on a reactive basis.

Provision of flexibility reduces grid congestions during operation
The impact of various flexibility options depending on their operating method was also 
analysed as part of the enera research project. Figure 39 shows, by way of example, the 
results achieved by power-to-heat and power-to-gas technologies and an electrical storage 
system in avoiding energy feed-in management and supplying flexibility that stabilises the 
grid [Liere-Netheler et al. 2020]. The energy installations are managed using a range of 
operating strategies.
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A scenario assuming a heat pump penetration rate of 25 per cent (in relation to the total 
number of households in the region) was studied for power-to-heat applications. If grid-
serving flexibility is required, the heat pumps can be specifically controlled and increase their 
electrical load on the grid. This targeted additional energy demand for supplying heat and 
domestic hot water to private households thus enabled constraint violations to be reduced 
by 15 per cent. 

An installation with a nominal power of 11.5 MW and a storage capacity of 22.5 MWh was 
modelled in order to determine the flexibility potential of the large-scale electrochemical 
storage system. Flexibility utilization allowed constraint violations on the power lines 
connected to the storage system’s grid nodes to be reduced by 7 per cent. Increasing the  
a nominal power by a factor of five would theoretically achieve a reduction of up to 17 per 
cent, whereas increasing the storage system’s capacity would have no impact. To explore the 
potential in power-to-gas technology, by way of example, four systems with a nominal 
power of 10 MW were connected to the grid nodes with the most significant overloads. 
This enabled existing constraint violations to be reduced by 14 per cent on account of the 
high degree of sensitivity towards the occurring congestions [Peters et al. 2018]. As well  
as supplying demand-side flexibility to stabilise the grid, potential ways to implement 
curtailment algorithms more efficiently were also investigated. These include more nuanced 
curtailment stages, which are capable of reducing the resulting operational curtailment by 
up to 14 per cent by taking account of the relevant sensitivity level and an optimisation 
algorithm [Liere-Netheler et al. 2019].

Greater demand for flexibility despite larger grids
The Institute of Networked Energy Systems used the simulation platform to conduct a study 
for 2030 in order to determine how relevant grid-stabilising flexibility is to the operation of 
the grid. For this purpose, the prospective expansion of renewable energy plants and the 
fixed grid expansion at transmission grid level according to the grid development plan were 
calculated on the basis of the national expansion scenario 2030B for renewable energies6. 
To assess the demand, the loading of power lines and the duration of overloads affecting 
high-voltage grid lines in 2016 (benchmark year) were compared with those for 2030. The 
realistic calculation of grid congestions obtained by the simulation was validated using the 
simulated line loading and the actual feed-in management [Peters et al. 2018].

Analysing the grid congestions in the year being explored (2030) compared to the 
benchmark year shows that, in some cases, the expansion of the transmission grid will 
relieve the pressure on certain line sections of the 110 kV grid (e.g. between Emden and 
Halbemond) (see Figure 40). However, the transport demand on other line sections north  
of the extra-high voltage nodes is increasing sharply, leading to further congestions in the 
110 kV grid. Overall, line utilisation will be higher and the duration of overloads will be up 
to 3,000 hours in total in 2030. This emphasises the need for grid-stabilising flexibility, in  
the simulated scenario in order to avoid congestions in distribution grid operation despite 
the already planned expansion of the transmission grid.

6  50Hertz Transmission GmbH, Amprion GmbH, TenneT TSO GmbH, TransnetBW GmbH, “Scenario framework  
for the ‘Electricity 2030’ grid development plan (2019 version); draft submitted by the transmission system  
operators”, 2018

Figure 40: Maximum line loading in the enera 
grid model considering dynamic line rating in 
the years 2030 (a) and 2016 (b). Duration of 
overloads in the years 2016 (c) and 2030 (d).

   a) 2030

   b) 2016    c) 2016    d) 2030
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2.2.3 Innovative operating equipment

The decentralisation of the electrical power supply system, in which  
renewable energy sources are playing an ever more prominent role, is 
associated with a shift towards power grids that are increasingly being 
dominated by power electronics [REN 21 2019]. This trend requires 
innovative control concepts for the inverters in order to guarantee 
stable grid operation despite the decreasing number of conventional 
power stations in the grid [Deutsche Energie-Agentur GmbH 2014].  
To this end, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems has developed  
a modular, freely configurable converter platform that allows future 
converter control strategies to be developed and validated in the 
research environment NESTEC, the DLR grid emulation laboratory (see 
Section 5.3 “NESTEC: unique hardware system emulator/simulator that 
links living labs with modelling/simulation”).

Using PHIL to test new control strategies
The platform, which has a nominal output of 11 kW, comprises two power units, an AC/DC 
and a DC/DC converter. Both inverters enable a bidirectional power flow and can work in 
standalone mode. The power modules can also be run in combination in order to emulate  
a range of energy systems based on renewable energy sources. This allows direct regulation 
at hardware level using real-time computers and thus facilitates integration into power-
hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) environments. Predefined interfaces between hardware and 
software make it easy to implement various control strategies and open up the possibility  
of quick and easy integration into test grids [Bremer et al. 2020].

Based on the findings obtained, the Institute will be developing digital component models 
of converter systems whose dynamics can be validated using the available real components 
in the lab. 

Innovative grid operation equipment is an important and necessary addition for the  
creation of grid planning and operational concepts in order to achieve greater efficiency, 
environmental sustainability, optimised costs and a high level of availability. They are also 
intended to help integrate the installations for generating renewable energy, some of which 
are installed decentrally, into power grids more (cost-)effectively. System-stabilising converter 
technologies and their control strategies represent one of the key technologies for mastering 
the upcoming challenges. The interaction between the converter hardware adapted to its  
intended use, the control and regulation technology and the grid characterisation play a  
decisive role in providing converter-based system services such as synthetic inertia, charge 
and discharge management of grid-integrated storage systems, and reactive power 
management. In the future, the expertise developed by DLR’s research platform for converter 
technology will enable innovative flexibility options and approaches from the fields of system 
services and energy management to be adapted to new grid structures and their inherent 
dynamics to be determined precisely within the NESTEC laboratory environment. Going 
forward, the measurements obtained will enable highly dynamic simulation models to be 
derived that will form a crucial input parameter for a comprehensive grid simulation and 
analysis of the overall system at all voltage levels.

2.2.4 Planning the expansion of grids and storage systems

The energy transition towards renewable, decentralised power generation is creating an 
urgent need for grids and storage systems to be expanded at all voltage levels. Current 
power grid planning is focusing on specific voltage levels or spatial resolutions. So that it can 
tailor its modelling of the future overall energy system more in line with economically 
beneficial criteria, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems has developed an open data 
and software pool together with other research partners as part of the open_eGo project. 
The integrated grid planning software eGo uses many sets of freely available grid and 
planning data and offers unrestricted access to all energy system stakeholders in line with 
the principles of open-source development.

Figure 41: Main board of the bidirectional 11 kVA 
AC/DC converter. A six-pulse bridge circuit is used  
as the basic topology of the inverter to convert the 
700 V rated DC voltage into a three-phase AC  
voltage of 3˜230 V/50 Hz and a 16 A phase current. 
The power semiconductors are controlled by a 
pulse-width-modulated signal with a switching  
frequency of 80 kHz.
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Using open data and open-source software to simulate power grids across all  
voltage levels 
open_eGo’s software pool includes the automated creation of a georeferenced dataset that 
can be used directly to calculate power flows in the transmission grid (eTraGo), the 
distribution grid (eDisGo) or the entire German grid (eGo). The data are researched and 
generated in accordance with open-data principles before being made available on the open 
data platform (Open Energy Platform)7 with an ODbL 1.0 licence. The eTraGo, eDisGo and 
eGo tools are published with an AGPL 3.0 licence and use the PyPSA8 tool to simulate the 
linear, cost-optimised power flow and the non-linear power flow. The main idea behind the 
development was to expand on preliminary open-source work that the Institute had already 
done, such as SciGRID_power9. This open-source model of the European power transmission 
grid is geared towards replicating the high-voltage level, gathering and processing data 
relevant to the energy system and calculating how to plan the use of infrastructure at 
minimal cost at the various voltage levels in a top-down approach with a high spatial 
resolution for Germany. Corresponding data on power consumption and the power 
generation capacity installed have been published (see Figure 42).

The power grid data at the high- and extra-high-voltage levels were calculated by processing 
open data using a method adapted from the osmTGmod10 power flow model [Müller et al. 
2018] and were supplemented with additional data on electrical parameters, power 
generation and power consumption time series as well as two future scenarios. The general 
computability of the model was also demonstrated with a power flow simulation of one 
exemplary hour. More detailed studies quantified the need to expand storage systems in a 
future scenario for 2035. Depending on the percentage of renewable energy sources in the 
energy mix used (53 to 67 per cent), this identified a need to base long-term storage systems 
in the north and short-term ones in the south of Germany [Wienholt et al. 2018]. 

eGo facilitates economically optimised planning of  
the national grid and storage system infrastructure
Further analyses were also carried out in 2019 on the need for a 
combined expansion of grids and storage systems for the 
abovementioned future scenario, the current generation/
consumption ratio (the “status quo”) and the second future 
scenario for 2050 (“eGo 100”) assuming a 100 per cent 
renewable electricity supply [Müller et al. 2019]. In addition, 
these analyses contained the top-down approach with linear 
cost optimisation for dispatch planning at the high- and extra-
high-voltage levels and the transfer of results to the medium- 
and low-voltage levels as well as the corresponding assignment 
of curtailments, power storage systems and grid expansions. 
These analyses supported grid expansion measures for 2035 
with an increase in northern Germany and with connections to 

Figure 42: Spatial distribution of (a) the annual 
power consumption and (b) the installed generation 
capacities in open_eGo [Hülk et al. 2017].

Figure 43: a) status quo grid topology model for 
the EHV and HV levels in eGo. (b) shows one of 
the 3,376 underlying MV grid topologies and how 
it connects to the HV level [Müller et al. 2019].

7  https://openenergy-platform.org/
8  https://pypsa.org/
9   https://www.power.scigrid.de/
10 https://github.com/wupperinst/osmTGmod
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neighbouring European countries. By contrast, the expansion of storage systems is limited  
to short-term storage systems in the south. In the “100 per cent renewable” future scenario, 
the expansion of both grids and storage systems has increased significantly. Generally, the 
northern and cross-border connections will likewise be expanded in this scenario, with long-
term storage systems in the north also being added alongside extra short-term ones in the 
south (see Figure 44, [Müller et al. 2019]). 

The model is already being used in applied research projects, e.g. to investigate integrating 
an electricity-based kerosene production plant into the power grid (KEROSyN100) or to 
identify areas of local flexibilisation potential in Germany [Heitkötter et al. 2020]. eGo ’s 
transmission grid model was also validated in 2020 using data from a grid operator, with  
the results being published in [Peters et al. 2020]. 

High-performance computing and reducing complexity 
Even though eGo essentially delivered high quality results, the high spatial resolution posed 
significant challenges in terms of processing time. The resulting high level of complexity was 
successfully countered using restricted simulation periods [Müller et al. 2018] or methods to 
reduce the spatial and temporal complexities [Wienholt et al. 2018; Müller et al. 2019].  
Nevertheless, simulating power flows for the data model extracted with an hourly resolution 
for a simulation period of one year is still a complex task as far as minimising processing 
time is concerned. The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is also tackling this issue in  
its current research into using suitable solvers and into methods for reducing complexity 
[Raventós und Bartels 2020]. In addition, the performance capacity of the Institute’s high-
performance-computing infrastructure (HPC) has been expanded significantly in recent 
years. In a further step, the executable models can be transferred to DLR’s high-performance 
computer systems or systems run by the Helmholtz Association if necessary in order to use 
even more powerful computer systems.

2.2.5 Framework conditions and market design

In addition to the work on the regulatory framework and market design on longer 
timescales presented in Section 2.4.2 “Infrastructure requirements and use” (particularly 
using the AMIRIS energy market model), the Institute of Networked Energy Systems is also 
tackling the equivalent challenges on shorter timescales that are relevant to system stability. 
For instance, the joint project entitled HyReK 2.0 (“Hybrid Regel Kraftwerk 2.0” (Hybrid 
Regulating Power Station 2.0) – developing, optimising and validating an integrated hybrid 
storage system for supplying FCR (Frequency containment reserve)) studies the implications 
of various framework conditions for an economically viable market design. In the sub-task 
“Model-based operating strategy optimisation for load management and its multi criteria  
assessment”, an economic feasibility study was carried out in addition to a wide range of  
research questions about suitable operational management for the battery energy storage 
system (BESS) and the optimal sizing of the system and taking account of weather-related 
heat demand management and the current framework conditions in the balancing market. 

Figure 44: Spatial allocation of grid and storage sys-
tem expansion at HV and EHV level in the “100 per 
cent renewable” future scenario from open_eGo.  
s_nom corresponds to the original thermal capacity 
limit of each power line. An expansion of 300 per 
cent corresponds to a fourfold increase in capacity 
[Müller et al. 2019].

Figure 45: Simulation development environment at 
the Institute of Networked Energy Systems with  
processing power of 20 teraflops (top). The German 
Aerospace Center’s CARA HPC cluster with a capacity 
of more than 3 petaflops (bottom). The processing 
power of the CARA cluster is roughly equivalent to 
that of 10,000 home PCs.
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The concept, which was implemented as a demonstration project at the power station site in 
Bremen-Hastedt, is presented in Figure 46 and potentially has a wide range of applications. It 
can be used to balance out fluctuations in both the power system and district heating.

Operating mode has a major impact on the most economic sizing of the  
HyRek system
The Institute of Networked Energy Systems devised and tested out various operational 
management strategies for the system and analysed their economic implications [Schlachter 
et al. 2020]. Figure 47 shows the optimisation of the net present value for different sizes of 
BESS, states of charge of the BESS and possible operating modes for the HyReK system:

• BESS: this is a self-sufficient BESS. It needs an energy reserve at the lower and 
upper limit of its state of charge (SOC) in order to meet the criteria for supplying 
FCR. Energy is bought or sold via intraday trading on the EPEX spot market to keep 
this SOC between its upper and lower limit.

• HyReK-PtH: this version uses the power-to-heat (PtH) module to supply FCR when 
the battery is fully charged, More FCR can be offered with the same battery 
capacity. Using the PtH module also supplies a district heating network. Unlike with 
the BESS version, there is no upper limit for SOC. If the SOC is below the lower 
limit, energy is purchased on the EPEX spot market here too.

• HyReK-Sell: this version is largely identical to the HyReK-PtH version apart from the  
fact that surplus energy is sold via intraday trading on the EPEX spot market rather 
than generating heat via the PtH module. This enables high charges for generating 
heat to be avoided. The PtH module is only used as a backup in case a trade on the 
EPEX spot market cannot be completed on time. 

Figure 46: Schematic representation of the HyReK 
operating concept at the Bremen-Hastedt site. The 
hybrid concept integrates the power and heat sectors. 
Combining a battery storage system and a power- 
to-heat unit in a balancing power station enables 
fluctuating renewable energy sources to be used 
more efficiently. ©swb AG

Figure 47: Calculation of the net present value (in 
thousands of euros) as a function of the battery stor-
age capacity (in kWh) and the state of charge (SOC) 
of the battery storage system (as a percentage) for 
three different operating modes of the (a) BESS, (b) 
HyReK-PtH and (c) HyReK-Sell systems [Schlachter et 
al. 2020].
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The simulations were conducted using annual grid frequency time series 
and a standardised output of 1 MW of FCR. In total, over 200 versions 
were analysed and extrapolated to an operating period of 15 years 
[Schlachter et al. 2020].

As Figure 47a illustrates, a battery storage system with a capacity of  
700 kWh and a nominal SOC of 45 per cent has a net present value of 
175,000 Euros. The highest net present value is indicated with an “x” in 
Figure 47 for each operating version (a) to (c). The chart shows that 
excessively high battery capacities reduce the net present value and that 
high nominal SOCs are economically advantageous. By contrast, insufficient 
capacity in a battery storage system results in a negative net present value 
in the HyReK-PtH operating scenario, whilst the BESS and HyReK-Sell 
versions are less sensitive in this regard. The highest net present value is 
achieved in the calculations for the HyReK-Sell operating scenario and is 
around one-third higher than for the BESS and HyReK-PtH operating modes.

Current framework conditions are not conducive to cost-effective systems
The analyses were supplemented with an economic assessment of various marketing 
concepts, taking account of the current regulations applicable in Germany (see Figure 48). 
This demonstrated that integrating the power and heat sectors can reduce the need for 
battery capacity for the FCR market. The analyses also highlight the fact that the use of 
battery storage systems for energy trading is not yet cost-effective given the current 
regulatory framework and the degradation of batteries [Draheim et al. 2020].

2.3 Focal area: Distributed flexibility on a seasonal scale 

In energy systems that will be largely defossilised in future, negative residual loads – in  
some time periods substantial ones – can be expected roughly half the time in view of the 
load pattern over time and the fact that the supply of renewable energy sources fluctuates 
with the weather. At all other times, by contrast, not enough electricity will be generated  
to cover the demand – right up to peak residual loads of a similar size to the peak load 
during the dark doldrums, when solar and wind power generation is very low or zero  
(Ger.: “Dunkelflaute”) [Weitemeyer et al. 2016]. In Germany in 2018, for example, curtailing 
renewable energy plants prevented the use of some 5.4 TWh of electrical energy11. Besides 
energy meteorological analyses and forecasts, demand-side management, international grid  
expansion and energy storage, the flexibilisation potential required for seasonal fluctuation 
management can be achieved through decentralised cross-sectoral integration in particular.
Creating enough flexibilisation options in the energy systems of the future thus represents  
a major challenge for structuring the transformation of the energy system. This can be 
achieved by, in particular, integrating the transport, heat and power sectors and the gas  
grid at the same time as introducing the comprehensive digitalisation of the energy systems.  
Hydrogen could play a key role as a renewable energy fuel source in the integration of the 
various sectors [Agert et al. 2020]. 

Another question is whether such a transformation of our energy systems brought about by 
converting the stored renewable energy decentrally can also reduce the number of backup 
power plants required. Harnessing the synergy effects in the use of existing infrastructure 
opens up additional economic potential for users.

As part of its “Distributed flexibility on a seasonal scale” focal area, the Institute of Networked 
Energy Systems is researching the development of innovative concepts and decentralised 
technologies as well as seasonal energy shifting in order to design the energy system of the 
future to be climate-neutral and socially compatible. Amongst other things, this research is 
addressing the key question of how to ensure that system operation can remain stable all 
year round using renewable energy while minimising the need for conventional power 
plants in the backup infrastructure.

Figure 48: Comparison between two business  
models with the old (30-minute criterion, scenario A) 
and new regulation (15-minute criterion, scenario B) 
for the FCR market. Only scenario A is economically 
viable (after around 11.5 years). PtH is avoided in all 
scenarios due to the charges incurred [Draheim  
et al. 2020].

Figure 49: Load-duration curves (sorted mismatch 
time series) for two different scenarios. For a scenario 
without any connection capacities between countries 
(dashed curves), the load duration curve splits into a 
deficit part Δ−(t) and a surplus part Δ+(t); the pro-
gression of the extreme values is similar to the sce-
nario with a transmission grid without any con-
straints [Δ(t)]. Note the opposite signs of Δ(t) and 
Δ+(t) for consistency with the commonly used format 
for load duration curves [Weitemeyer et al. 2016].
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This overarching question can be subdivided into three main research questions within the 
“Distributed flexibility on a seasonal scale” focal area: 

1. What are some of the potential options for energy storage systems in the 100 TWh 
range, and what demands do they place on the infrastructure (see Section 2.3.1)? 

2. What concepts and requirements for energy grids (electricity, gas, heat) and 
distribution infrastructure result from the decentralised generation of electricity from 
hydrogen using waste heat – and can the current natural gas grid be upgraded to 
handle hydrogen use (see Section 2.3.2)?

3. What advancements in technology are required to generate electricity from hydrogen 
both decentrally and efficiently (using waste heat) (see Section 2.3.3)? 

To answer these central questions, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems can draw on a 
broad skills base in its research departments as well as an extensive laboratory and test facility 
infrastructure. This equipment and the simulation models resulting from the work done, 
such as the test facilities for decentralised hydrogen-based cross-sectoral integration  
(see Section 5.7), the NESTEC system emulator (see Section 5.3), additional battery and  
system test facilities (see Section 5.4), and models simulating gas grids (see Section 2.3.2), 
were set up or expanded during the reporting period. 

The following sections present the developments and the Institute’s findings relating to  
“Distributed flexibility on a seasonal scale” between 2017 and 2020. 

Section 2.3.1 “Seasonal energy storage systems and infrastructure” presents work done by 
the Institute to investigate hydrogen storage in an experimental salt cavern as part of the 
HyCavMobil research project. One particular area of focus here is on potential impacts of the 
hydrogen’s purity level, which could impact negatively on its use as a fuel for generating 
electricity in fuel cells (FC).

Studies of power output sacrificed through curtailing wind turbines in north-western  
Germany and assessments of the necessary energy storage system options conducted as 
part of the enera research project (see Section 2.2.2 “Operational management strategies” 
highlighted that a net amount of over 235 per cent of local energy demand in north-western 
Germany already comes from renewable sources, which occasionally requires wind turbine 
output to be drastically curtailed (see Figure 51). The power output sacrificed with this high 
level of renewable energy generation (primarily wind and solar energy) will have to be stored 
for several months in the future in order to offset the lower amount of renewable energy 
being converted in weather conditions that have an impact on operation (e.g. the cold dark 
doldrums) [DLR et al. 2019b]. 

Figure 50 shows a test facility for a domestic 
fuel-cell-based CHP system for the decentralised 
cross-sectoral integration of power and heat 
inside the building (top) and modelling the heat 
flows inside the hot water storage system for 
various building scenarios (bottom left). A  
photograph of the storage/CHP system taken 
with a thermal imaging camera is shown in the 
bottom right.

Figure 51: Load duration curve (LDC) showing 
curtailed power for 2015 and 2016 in the enera 
model region. The lower curve shows the load 
duration curve calculated using the flat-rate 
method. The grey area represents the mean devi-
ation for the respective mean wind speed during 
the curtailment. Around 1,150 and 650 hours’ 
worth of RE power was curtailed in 2015 and 
2016 respectively [Peters et al. 2018]. 
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One option for the chemical storage of large 
quantities of renewable energy involves converting 
it into hydrogen and storing it in salt caverns. 
Hydrogen poses different technical challenges to fossil 
fuels on account of its volatility. The hydrogen has to be 
pure enough to be used to generate electricity further 
down the line with the help of fuel cells, meaning that 
potential contamination processes caused by its storage in 
caverns have to be investigated. In particular, the related scientific 
questions relating to storing hydrogen for its subsequent use to 
produce electricity in CHP plants and fuel-cell vehicles are being 
studied in the HyCavMobil project and presented in this section.

The infrastructure required for measuring hydrogen gas purity was also 
designed and constructed as part of the Institute’s activities (see Section 5.7 
“Test facilities for decentralised hydrogen-based cross-sectoral integration”). 

Section 2.3.2 “Energy networks and distribution infrastructure” presents the  
Institute’s research work, particularly in the gas grid simulation project and the greenAccess 
research project. This work forges an important link between the results on seasonal energy 
storage using hydrogen (in Section 2.3.1) and those on combined  
decentralised use of hydrogen to produce electricity and generate heat (in Section 2.3.3).

The eGon research project and the recently launched Gas grid simulation project address  
the question of how the existing natural gas distribution infrastructure can be transferred 
into a supply and distribution system that can handle hydrogen. Aspects of the infrastructure’s 
technical suitability, its limitations, degrees of freedom and the potential necessary and 
required for expanding it are being studied with the help of modelling approaches and  
real-life data that have been collected.

As part of the completed greenAccess project, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems 
worked on concepts for integrating a large number of decentralised generators of 
renewable energy economically and reliably into “intelligent” distribution grids (local 
networks) from 2015 to 2019 together with other research partners. Developing a “smart 
grid” is one possible solution for this. Its building blocks optimise the use of the existing 
infrastructure in the event of major changes in the load and feed-in situation (e.g. via the  
decentralised use of hydrogen to generate electricity) and thus reduce the need to expand 
the grid.

Section 2.3.3 “Decentralised heat and power generation from hydrogen” presents research 
findings from the Institute relating to the systematic strengthening of individual technologies 
that will open up innovative opportunities for decentralised sector integration and thus 
enable new seasonal flexibility options. This section focuses on the question of which 
technological advancements will be needed so that hydrogen-powered (mobile) fuel cell  
systems can be used as a decentralised option for generating electricity from hydrogen and 
how waste heat can be used efficiently during this process. 

Technological solutions for integrating the two energy sectors of power and heat with the 
transport sector are being studied in the EVer (“Energie und Verkehr”, “Energy and 
Transport”) (see [Wulff et al. 2020]). The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is developing 
technologies at the interface between vehicle and power grid in cooperation with the Institute 
of Vehicle Concepts. In the case of fuel-cell vehicles, the waste heat generated also enables an 
interface with the heat sector to be created.

To make the use of stationary combined heat and power (CHP) plants in buildings more  
efficient, the Institute has studied and optimised the electrical conversion efficiency of these 
systems as part of the EU-funded D2Service project. System components, system operation 
and operational mode have a significant effect on the durability and efficiency of a CHP 
plant. Other activities are currently being carried out in the LifetimeINH5000 project.

Figure 52: The HyCavMobil project is investigating  
the storage of hydrogen in an experimental salt cavern 
and the effects of this storage on the purity of hydrogen 
as a fuel for fuel-cell mobility. [DLR et al. 2019a] ©EWE

Figure 53: Graphic representation of the greenAccess 
field test zone in Sögel Werpeloh, including electrical 
power lines and key technical data. The field test 
zone features a high PV output power and a virtually 
single-string structure with relatively few consumers 
[Kumm et al. 2019].

Figure 54: Schematic representation of the sectoral 
interfaces designed in the EVer project. Transport, 
power and heat.
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The efficient and economical integration into a building of a  
fuel-cell system that generates heat as well as electricity and uses 
hydrogen requires a detailed knowledge of the building’s energy 
demand profiles with as good a time resolution as possible. The 
Institute has developed new “reference” load profiles for single-
family houses as part of the VDI-RefPro project. These profiles are  
a basic requirement for developed reliable load profiles for models 
of buildings and residential districts and thus enable interfaces with 
decentralised heat generation and hydrogen-to-electricity plants  
to be designed.

The content of the abovementioned key projects from the  
2017–2020 reporting period is presented in the relevant subsection 
in the form of scientific highlights of the research work provided by 
way of example. 

2.3.1 Seasonal energy storage systems and  
 infrastructure

Injecting the necessary seasonal flexibility into the energy systems 
requires a renewable energy fuel that can be stored for prolonged 
periods of time with low losses. One option for the chemical storage 
of renewable energy involves converting it into hydrogen. Storing 
hydrogen poses different challenges in contrast to fossil fuels on  
account of its volatility. These challenges relate to the geographical 
conditions and the materials used to make the large-scale storage 
systems. How these impact on the required purity level of the 
hydrogen to be subsequently used to produce electricity with the 
help of fuel cells has yet to be studied. The Institute of Networked 
Energy Systems is tackling these scientific questions on the gas’s 
purity after being stored in a salt cavern in a joint project entitled 
“HyCavMobil” (Hydrogen Cavern for Mobility) in collaboration with 
the project’s coordinator, EWE Gasspeicher [DLR et al. 2019a]. As 
well as the storage and purity of the hydrogen, the project is also 
looking at issues relating to integrating a cavern of this kind into  
the surrounding electrical energy systems. 

EWE Gasspeicher began construction of a small-scale cavern-based 
storage system for research purposes in Rüdersdorf near Berlin in 
early 2021. The rock salt cavern situated 1,000 metres below the 
Earth’s surface has a volume of around 500 cubic metres and is 
being lined up to store pure hydrogen. The first research findings 
from operation are expected in 2022, when the Institute of 
Networked Energy Systems will test the purity of the hydrogen 
under controlled, real-life conditions at the point when it is fed in 
and removed. Until then, the conditions inside the cavern will be 

Figure 55: Representative load profile, shown 
here by way of example, for the diurnal cycle 
in a single-family house with two different 
time resolutions (1 min. and 15 min.).  

Figure 56: Schematic representation of future gas caverns for storing hydrogen, 
similar to the experimental cavern-based storage system currently being  
constructed as part of the HyCavMobil project in Rüdersdorf in Brandenburg  
[EWE Gasspeicher] 
©EWE Gasspeicher
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replicated in high-pressure test reactors in the laboratory (see Figure 57). In the unique 
environment of the salt cavern, pressure and temperature may combine to have an impact 
on the materials used, such as metals or sealants. If any substances from these materials 
dissolve or are released, they may contaminate the hydrogen being stored. Used in 
combination with trace gas analysis, the reactors can test how numerous materials react with 
hydrogen. If the hydrogen is contaminated, methods for purifying it will also be tested on a 
laboratory scale. For comparison purposes, tests are also being carried out on hydrogen 
samples from refuelling stations that are transported using a special filling module that 
allows samples to be taken at 700 bar (see Figure 58). The first results from a sample taken 
from a refuelling station are summarised in Table 3.

Analysis of the hydrogen tested in respect of the components deemed critical in DIN 17124 
showed that the limits specified for water, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and nitrogen 
were all exceeded. This sample from the refuelling station thus does not comply with the 
current standard for supplying hydrogen to fuel-cell road vehicles. The contaminations are 
due to components in the air (especially CO2 and N2) and water as a starting material during 
the production process as a result of electrolysis. To prevent this from happening, purification 
using additional filtration techniques (e.g. membranes) should be carried out to ensure 
quality, either after the hydrogen has been produced or at the refuelling station itself prior 
to filling up.

Other questions addressed in the research project relate to the requirements of installations 
and regulation systems in order to feed in and remove the hydrogen in the cavern under 
pressure. How renewable energy sources can supply the requisite power continuously is  
also being studied. This could conceivably involve using electrolysis to generate and store 
sustainable hydrogen on site. The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is therefore 
modelling the upstream power grids at the cavern site using the PowerFactory and  
open_eGo software tools (see Section 2.2.4 “Planning the expansion of grids and storage 
systems”) and using these models to determine requirements and operating concepts for 
integrating the hydrogen cavern into the existing energy system in the best possible way.  
For example, the grid in the area surrounding the cavern has an installed wind capacity of 
160 MW, a photovoltaic capacity of 6 MW and a biomass capacity of 272 MW.

Figure 57: High-pressure test reactors for testing 
hydrogen purity and material examinations under 
cavern conditions (pressure and temperature) in  
the laboratory at the Institute of Networked Energy 
Systems.

Figure 58: Hydrogen sampling system for 700 bar 
refuelling stations during the filling process (top). 
Trace gas analysis system with the hydrogen sam-
pling system (bottom).

Table 3: Results of the gas analysis after taking a sample at a refuelling station.

Messwert 
[ppb]

Nachweisgrenze 
[ppb]

Grenze
DIN 17124  
[ppb]

Kritisch
(J/N)

Kohlenstoffdisulfid 1 1 ∑ Sx-R: 4 N

Methylmercaptan 0 0,3 ∑ Sx-R: 4 N

Schwefelwasserstoff 1 1 ∑ Sx-R: 4 N

Schwefeldioxid 1 3 ∑ Sx-R: 4 N

Ammoniak 15 2 100 N

Ameisensäure 11 5 200 N

Sauerstoff 2542 144 5.000 (N)

Formaldehyd 4 7 200 N

Wasser 19314 554 5.000 J

Methan 13 16 100.000 N

Kohlenstoffdioxid 2918 19 2.000 J

Chlorwasserstoff 0 15 50 N

Stickstoff 682131 1656 300.000 J

Stickstoff high 758761 2670 300.000

Kohlenstoffmonoxid 1462 450 200 (J)
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Figure 59 shows the results of the load flow calculations of node voltages 
in the power grid modelled. The load flow calculations were performed  
using the PowerFactory software based on the open_eGo input data. The 
figure shows that the power grid modelled is balanced out with largely the 
same voltage (corresponds to a value of 1 per unit, hereafter abbreviated 
to “p.u.”). A small section of the power grid has a voltage over 1 p.u. and 
less than 1.05 p.u., which is an acceptable result. Of the 723 power lines 
in the simulation model, 539 (74.5 per cent) have a maximum load of  
10 per cent, 146 (20.2 per cent) have a load between 10 and 30 per cent, 
and 38 (5.3 per cent) have a load between 30 and 85 per cent. This 
indicates that the power lines in the Brandenburg region at the 110 kV 
voltage level are not currently overloaded – based on the open_eGo data –  
and can be used for the underground hydrogen storage system.

2.3.2 Energy networks and distribution infrastructure

The decentralised integration of the power and gas supply system means that our existing 
natural gas grid requires new concepts for upgrading to handle hydrogen distribution [Agert 
et al. 2020] and feed in from large amounts of electricity from the local network back into 
the medium-voltage grid on a decentralised basis requires new concepts for upgrading the 
power distribution grid infrastructure [Kumm et al. 2019]. This is due in particular to the 
increasing percentage of renewables in the energy mix, which are stored temporarily as 
hydrogen in certain seasons and converted back locally into electricity and heat.

Integrating a power and gas grid simulation as the next step in modelling the  
energy system
The eGo open energy platform (see also Section 2.2.4 ”Planning the expansion of grids and 
storage systems”) has been supplemented by elements from the eGon sector integration 
project at the Institute of Networked Energy Systems since late 2019. For this, the Institute 
has been incorporating its expertise from the SciGRID_gas project, which involved 
developing methods for producing an automated network model for the European gas grid. 
The eGo planning tool is being enhanced in eGon so that cross-sectoral integration with the 
gas supply system in Germany can be incorporated into the studies being done.

Transferring the existing natural gas grid into a supply and distribution system that 
can handle hydrogen 
In the context of a hydrogen infrastructure that is to be redesigned, the Gas grid simulation 
project is posing all manner of different questions about the transformation of our gas grid. 
Some of these concern material aspects that take account of the general degree of suitability 
for an upgrade. On the other hand, aspects of the infrastructure’s technical suitability, its 
limitations, degrees of freedom and the potential required for expanding it are also being 
explored. In this project, therefore, the Institute is researching potential solutions for  
upgrading the gas infrastructure, which has hitherto been utilised by natural gas, so that  
it can generate, store, transport and recover synthetic gaseous energy sources (primarily 
hydrogen) to help secure a defossilised energy future.

Besides aspects relating to the storage and cross-sector integration of the gas and power 
grids using suitable transfer systems, initial models and simulations for evaluating how much 
energy could potentially be transferred have already been produced and performed. These 
revealed that hydrogen holds an amount of transportable energy that is only slightly lower 
than that of natural gas. These initial findings show that the capacity of a transfer pipeline 
remains practically the same even though the energy density of hydrogen is only one third-
that of natural gas. This means that three times the volume has to be transported, which 
increases the need for a hydrogen gas densification to achieve the same energy transport. 
The steeper fall in pressure, which correlates with the flow speed in line with expectations, 
stays more or less constant as it is virtually offset by the density of hydrogen, which is nine 
times lower. Should it nevertheless be necessary in a specific case to compensate for the 
drop in pressure that occurs, the feed-in pressure at the start of the pipeline would have to 
be increased or an extra densification step introduced inside the pipeline train. 

Figure 60: Data on the European gas grid extracted 
from Open Street in June 2020. Data gaps are being 
closed and georeferenced, country-specific data 
records generated during the SciGRID_gas project 
[Pluta und Lündsdorf 2020].

Figure 61: Examples of voltage curves from various 
power distortion process in the Green Access project 
(top). Illustration of a potential grid section for online 
validation in the project (middle) and grid section 
with incorrectly parametrised string (bottom)  
[Kumm et al. 2019]. 

Figure 59: Simulation of the load flow using the 
PowerFactory software package. The 110 kV grid in 
the Rüdersdorf area is modelled with Open_eGo data 
and shows the current load scaled in +/- 10% of the 
lower and upper voltage limit [Sarajlic et al. 2021]. 
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Figure 62 (top graph) shows the typical drop in pressure in a high-pressure pipeline with a 
diameter of 1.4 metres and a chosen length of 100 kilometres. The pipe system is designed 
for an energy flow of 55 GW. In this case, the feed-in pressure of the hydrogen would have 
to be increased by 7 bar compared with a feed-in pressure of 100 bar for natural gas. This 
hub would require a densification power of 32 MW (with no losses for simple compression), 
corresponding to 0.06 per cent of the energy volume transported. In practice, this extra 
amount required is around 0.1 per cent. Reducing the working pressure (see Figure 62,  
bottom graph) increases the specific densification power for the hub, significantly reducing 
the total amount of densification power required. 

Concepts for upgrading the power distribution grid infrastructure to feed back 
large volumes of renewable energy generated decentrally 
Until just a few years ago, the power grid was based around a few large power plants rather 
than many decentralised generators. Finding cost-effective and reliable ways to integrate  
renewable energies is therefore a major challenge for the energy transition. Smart grids are 
one possible solution for this. The building blocks of smart grids optimise the use of the  
existing infrastructure and thereby reduce the need for network expansion. The GreenAccess 
joint project, on which the Institute of Networked Energy Systems collaborated with EWE AG 
and SMA among others, focused on “smart” distribution grids in this regard. These adapt  
to changes in load and feed-in situations independently in accordance with the “plug and 
automate” principle. For example, when new decentralised photovoltaic or wind power 
plants are connected to the power grid, intelligent algorithms are designed to detect them 
and incorporate them automatically into the system. This concept can also be applied to a 
large number of fuel-cell and battery-electric vehicles that feed power back into the grid or 
to stationary CHP plants. 

Unlike the high and medium-voltage level, local power grids are not very transparent for  
operators. When they supply renewable energy, their behaviour can only be predicted  
with difficulty. It is hoped that this will also improve in future with the use of intelligent  
algorithms aimed at keeping the voltage behaviour of the existing power grid stable and  
exploiting it efficiently without having to expand the grid any further. 

The distribution grid automation system developed and trialled in the GreenAccess project 
controls the power grid across both the middle- and low-voltage levels. This means that no 
power or voltage limits are breached despite the very high level of penetration of volatile 
generation systems and a fluctuating load structure. This is dependent on a secure and  
reliable ICT structure, which was likewise developed, tested and trialled in the field as part  
of the project.

Figure 62: 
Case 1 (top): pressure along the pipe for natural  
gas (H-gas) and H2 with an inlet pressure of 100 bar 
(natural gas) and 107 bar (H2), which results in an 
outlet pressure of 84 bar. 
Case 2 (bottom): pressure along the pipe for natural  
gas (H-gas) and H2 with an inlet pressure of 70 bar 
(natural gas) and 79 bar (H2), which results in an 
outlet pressure of 42 bar.

Figure 63: Visual illustration of the results of proba-
bilistic simulation calculations in the low-voltage grid 
[Kumm et al. 2019]
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Figure 64: Illustration showing the principle behind the layout of a measurement system [Bülo et al., 2020]
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In another area of focus for the project, the Institute tackled questions relating to the 
analysis of new system services provided by decentralised generators within the distribution 
grid and studied their impact on grid stability as well as the supply of control reserve by  
PV inverters. This involved devising new concepts for control systems for monitoring and 
controlling smart grids. These concepts were needed because controlling a distribution grid 
whose capacity utilisation is increasing due to decentralised feed-in requires new, and 
intelligent features. The focus in this regard lay on low-voltage automation, although certain 
functionalities of the medium-voltage controller (e.g. idle power management) were also 
designed and trialled as part of this project.

The real-life use of the components and techniques developed was demonstrated in the  
form of a distribution grid automation system in laboratory and field tests. One key outcome 
of this was to ensure the interoperability of all components and control strategies, including 
both the technical communications side and the various (energy technology) control 
strategies. To this end, the measurements from the low-voltage control system were validated 
in selected local network stations using additional sensor systems developed by the Institute 
(see Figure 65). These are the kind of high-resolution DAQ measurement boxes that are 
typically used to measure power quality.

2.3.3 Decentralised heat and power generation from hydrogen

Researchers are focusing increasingly on technological enhancements to decentralised  
hydrogen-powered fuel-cell systems (particularly mobile fuel-cell vehicles and stationary  
CHP plants) in light of the options that they offer for generating electricity from hydrogen, 
their efficient use of waste heat and the possibility of incorporating air conditioning and 
central heating into the hydrogen-to-electricity process. Technological solutions for 
integrating the power, heat and transport sectors are being studied in the EVer (“Energie 
und Verkehr”, “Energy and Transport”) project. As part of the project, therefore, the 
Institute of Networked Energy Systems is laying the technical groundwork for two interfaces 
required for cross-sectoral integration: feeding electricity from the vehicle back into the grid 
and utilising waste heat inside the building.

As well as increasing the overall energy efficiency of the energy source / fuel used, i.e.  
hydrogen, decentralised integration with the mobility sector will also enable energy for the 
electricity sector to be supplied much more flexibly. A network of many vehicles in a future 
“virtual power plant” would thus be able to replace the existing fleet of backup power 
plants while meeting mobility and heating demands at the same time. Simulations using a 
fuel-cell vehicle to cover the electricity and heating requirements of a single-family house 
were run using the oemof open energy modelling framework. Results for electricity fed back 
into the building are shown in Figure 67 by way of example. In the arrangement simulated, 
up to 100 per cent of the electricity required by the single-family house could be covered by 
using no more than 3 kg of hydrogen from the vehicle [Meschede et al. 2020]. The demand 
for heat and hot water cannot be fully met in the winter months as the need for heating 
significantly exceeds that for electricity. Current simulations models are looking at using several 
fuel-cell vehicles for apartment buildings during the dark doldrums [Tiedemann et al. 2021]. 

In this context, a test facility has been developed at the Institute that is capable of absorbing 
the electrical energy generated by the vehicle and feeding it into the power grid while also 
processing the waste heat generated in a thermal building emulator (see Figure 66 and  
Section 5.7 “Test facilities for decentralised hydrogen-based sector integration”). The use  
of electricity sources/sinks allows representative electrical load profiles in buildings to be  
reproduced flexibly. Power outputs of up to 11 kW can be adsorbed by the sinks. The test 
facility is also equipped with interfaces for CCS, CHAdeMO and Type 2 AC connectors. This 
will allow bidirectional electrical power flows to be mapped in both AC and DC in the future 
based on current charging standards. 

There are plans to connect the test facility to the NESTEC emulation centre for networked 
energy systems (see Section 5.3 “NESTEC: unique hardware system emulator/simulator that 
links living labs with modelling/simulation”), which is based at the Institute. This move will 
expand the scope of testing by adding extra options such as modelling grid interference. 

Figure 65: High-resolution measurement boxes  
(DAQ boxes) and their installation in a local network 
station [Bülo et al. 2020]

Figure 66: The EVer project involved setting up a test 
bench at the Institute of Networked Energy Systems 
that is capable of absorbing the electrical energy 
generated by the fuel-cell vehicle and feeding it into 
the power grid. The waste heat energy generated by 
the fuel cell is processed in a thermal building emula-
tor at the same time.
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With regard to the utilisation of waste heat, the test 
facility is able to emulate the heating requirements of 
single-family houses and apartment buildings using 
standard load profiles from the VDI-RefPro project. Up to 
around 30 kW in thermal power and up to 50 kWh in 
energy can be adsorbed in total, meaning that the 
system is designed to offer maximum flexibility for 
studying additional technical and scientific questions. 

A Bluetooth-based, encrypted real-time communication 
environment was implemented for transferring 
information on the current operating states of the 
vehicle and the test facility in order to regulate and 
illustrate this complex and integrated “vehicle/building” 
system. Using an app (see Figure 68), power flows can 
be displayed in real time for the user and – in an 
enhanced version – for developers as well. 

The data transmitted from the vehicle are read off via  
a special measurement sensor system provided by the  
Institute of Vehicle Concepts as well as via the standard 
CAN bus in the vehicle. This is done so that validated 
measurement data can be generated and can help to  
enable simulation models to work more realistically and 
in greater detail. Two key questions here are how much 
heat can actually be fed into the building and what  
conclusions can thus be drawn for future  
implementation efforts.

Decentralised stationary CHP plants with low electrical 
output incur higher specific investment costs and thus 
take longer to pay for themselves. If such plants are to 
be operated economically, their usage over lifetime 
needs to be as long, maintenance-free and low-
degradation as possible. Aspects of the durability and 
the electrical and combined (heat and power generation) 
conversion efficiency of CHP systems in buildings were 
therefore studied as part of the national joint project 
LifetimeINH5000 and the European project D2Service 
[Bekebrok et al. 2019]. This revealed that system 
components and their integration and operating mode 
have a significant impact on durability and efficiency. 
This durability and efficiency can be improved by 
reducing degradation and optimising components  
and/or operational management concepts.

Degradation effects at the stack and the reformer are 
being studied at the Institute of Networked Energy 
Systems by operating a CHP plant integrated into the 
building system under realistic conditions in the test 
facilities constructed specifically for this purpose (see 
Section 5.7 “Test facilities for decentralised hydrogen-
based cross-sectoral integration”). Models are being 
developed and used at cell and, particularly, system  
level in order to devise a solution in a targeted way. To 
validate the durability and efficiency of CHP plants, test 
procedures were devised that enable the subsystems to 
be operated under realistic conditions. The solutions 
developed were transferred to the system level and 
demonstrated in an durability test. Figure 69 shows the 

Figure 67: Graphic representation of the “oemof” 
optimisation model used, which connects a building 
and a vehicle via an energy interface (top). Calculation 
in oemof for feeding electrical energy from a parked 
fuel-cell car back into a single-family house (bottom) 
[Meschede et al. 2020].

Figure 68: An app allows the power flows inside the 
complex “vehicle/building” system to be represented 
visually in real time. 
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cell voltage of the fuel-cell stack for a CHP plant at different rates of egradation 
(grey curve state of the art, blue curve target). The stack voltage shows a linear 
decline over operation time until around 38,000 operating hours, after which 
the degradation rate increases further (grey curve). In real-life operation, 
however, this point is never reached (“end of life” criterion). 

The project is geared towards reducing the rate of degradation and increasing 
durability accordingly by optimising the stack and the overall system in various 
ways (blue curve). Figure 69 shows the overall conversion efficiency of a (solid 
oxide fuel cell) SOFC CHP system depending on the usable temperature level  
inside the buffer storage system. This is largely determined by the thermal  
conversion efficiency and reduces as the temperature rises, as is to be expected 
[Bekebrok et al. 2019].

The aspects of the durability and efficiency of integrated CHP plants are  
currently still being investigated systematically in the projects in respect of  
natural-gas-powered systems. First investigations on the direct use of hydrogen 
have already improved degradation and efficiency. However, the results obtained 
and methods devised can still be transferred very effectively to operating 
methods and intelligent operating regimes using hydrogen instead of natural 
gas and electricity uses.

The integration into a building of a fuel-cell system that generates heat and 
electricity uses hydrogen requires a detailed knowledge of the building’s load 
profiles for the purposes of system integration and interface design – regardless 
of whether a stationary or mobile fuel-cell system is involved. New reference 
load profiles for single-family houses with nuanced load profiles in terms of 
their electrical energy demand for household use, room ventilation and  
general needs were produced as part of the VDI-RefPro project. All of these 
single-family houses are low-energy homes. These benchmark load profiles  
are an essential prerequisite for producing reliable load profiles for models of 
buildings and residential districts as they enable interfaces with decentralised 
heat generation and hydrogen-to-electricity plants to be designed reliably.

The benchmark load profiles were produced based on comprehensive 
monitoring measurements taken from real-life single-family houses over the 
course of a multi-year project, which in some cases is still ongoing. The data  
are anonymised for further use. The individual daily datasets are allocated to  
so-called categories of benchmark days (see Table 4) based on calendar and 
climate criteria that have been chosen specifically. This is done using a method 
in the guideline VDI 4655 [Verband Deutscher Ingenieure 2008] that describes 
such an approach and provides ready-made benchmark load profiles. The daily 
curves were normalised to enable a representative daily load profile to be 
selected for each type each building from the many daily datasets available.  
A selective choice was then made. The typical distribution and frequency of  
the individual days had to be determined for each climate zone, taking account 
of the test benchmark years from the Deutscher Wetterdienst, Germany’s 
meteorological service. The pro rata energy demand for each day was then 
calculated and allocated to the individual days with the help of distribution 
factors. 

This work produced new benchmark load profiles for single-family houses with a 
time resolution of one minute, which are to be transferred into a set of draft 
guidelines supplementing VDI 4655 once the project is complete. Figure 71 
shows a daily load profile for the type day entitled “Working day, winter, no 
cloud cover” by way of example. The initial dataset for this normalised profile 
was produced based on measured real-life data for single-family houses and was 
collected by the Institute of Networked Energy Systems on 5 December 2016.

 

Figure 69: Examples of cell voltage curves from the Lifetime project.

Figure 70: Example distribution of the overall conversion efficiency of 
an SOFC CHP system depending on the usable temperature level 
inside the buffer storage system (the red line represents the trend 
line) [Bekebrok et al. 2019]. 

Figure 71: Representation of a daily load profile for the type day 
entitled “Working day, winter, no cloud cover” in accordance with 
VDI 4655. [Verband Deutscher Ingenieure 2008]
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Figure 72: Structured technology assessment 
approach as part of energy systems analysis
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2.4 Focal area: Concepts for sustainable energy systems

At the Institute of Networked Energy Systems, the “Concepts for sustainable energy 
systems” focal area encompasses the development of sustainable energy systems of the 
future, primarily on a national, transnational and global scale. To this end, pathways for 
transforming today’s energy system into those which are in line with the aims of the Paris 
Climate Agreement and will largely achieve greenhouse gas neutrality even before 2050 are 
being investigated.

The transformation pathways are being studied in terms of infrastructure requirements  
in particular with the help of approaches from Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) as well as 
time- and spatially highly resolved energy system models. The focal area thus covers the 
integrated development, characterisation and multidimensional assessment of designs  
for the overall system that are both sustainable and reliable in an inter-seasonal context. 
Energy systems analysis thus forms a core component of the “Concepts for sustainable 
energy systems” focal area. 

Energy systems analysis enjoys a long tradition at DLR. It is closely related to many technology- 
specific research topics and generally pursues a structured approach (see Figure 72). Based on 
detailed modelling approaches in technology research, aggregated models for cross-border 
systems analysis are being developed that are capable of quantifying other detailed impacts 
and indicators besides overarching parameters such as system costs and greenhouse gas 
emissions. These include the resources consumed in various scenarios and the macro-economic 
effects of various regulatory frameworks. The aggregated models draw on extensive databases 
and are continuously being validated in scientific analyses. The key research questions in the 
“Concepts for sustainable energy systems” focal area are as follows: 

1. According to current knowledge, what transformation strategies are expedient and 
can be applied to the energy systems in principle (see Section 2.4.1)? 

2. What infrastructures, operating strategies and regulatory frameworks are required 
to ensure the robust operation of a sustainable overall energy system  
(see Section 2.4.2)?

3. What are the likely economic, environmental and social consequences of 
implementing such systems (see Section 2.4.3)?

The primary focus of the first research question is on developing consistent and relevant  
scenarios, with an international outlook and sector integration (see Section 2.4.1). Using 
agent-based modelling, the second research question seeks in particular to determine the 
resulting need for infrastructure and its use in comprehensive energy systems models as well 
as suitable framework conditions for investment and operating decisions (see Section 2.4.2). 
Building on this, more detailed analyses will then be carried out as part of the third-research 
question relating to prospective multidimensional evaluations, focusing on LCAs and  
macroeconomic analyses (see Section 2.4.3).

Table 4: System used to categorise typical days
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2.4.1 Integrated scenario development and assessment 

Analysing the evolution of transformation pathways into energy systems with a high 
percentage of renewables (e.g. [Nitsch 1986]) is the core element from which DLR’s energy  
systems analysis has developed since the 1970s. The main aim is to devise integrative  
strategies for Germany in a European context on various scales that support the governance 
of the transformation processes and that offer robustness for the local, regional and 
international integration of renewable energy sources. Building on this, approaches for 
integrating renewable energy sources into the energy systems have been and continue  
to be developed that are beneficial in terms of their cost-effectiveness, social acceptance, 
security of supply and environmental protection. The findings provide a wealth of 
knowledge for guiding not only policymaking but also investment decisions in the  
interests of the energy transition.

Scenarios as a way to establish frameworks and integrate result

Scenarios play various roles in our research work: 

• They are intended to illustrate consistent transformation pathways leading to the 
future of sustainable overall system design.

• They are intended to set out suitable framework conditions and requirements for  
modelling activities in the areas of infrastructure analysis and estimating the impact  
of technologies.

• They are a way of integrating results in order to combine analyses and assessments 
from different models and methods. 

Scenarios represent complex interdependencies and cause-and-effect chains. Devising  
scenarios in a transparent and traceable way is crucial for analysing energy systems of the  
future. With this in mind, the ENERGY-TRANS Helmholtz Alliance and its partners improved 
a methodology for linking social context scenarios with models of energy systems to 
produce socio-technical scenarios [Weimer-Jehle et al. 2016]. Applying the “story and 
simulation” concept, a familiar feature of environmental and climate modelling, improves 
the consistency and quality of the scenario analyses, particularly when the storylines are 
designed using systematic (formalised) scenario methods. The collaboration with social 
scientists at the University of Stuttgart played a crucial role in this regard as it enabled a 
direct link to be forged with the cross-impact-balance (CIB) approach [Pregger et al. 2019]. 
This is a particularly transparent method for making underlying assumptions more consistent 
and gauging the impact of uncertainty in such assumptions on the robustness of the 
scenario’s results (Figure 73). 

A transparency checklist for model-based scenario studies was developed as part of the 
Helmholtz Research School on Energy Scenarios [Cao et al. 2016] and has already been  
applied to concrete case studies [Junne et al. 2019]. It provides a tool that allows authors  
of studies on energy scenarios to make their work more transparent. 

Our institute has also further developed and applied the methods for constructing and  
assessing scenarios at international level, including in a global scenario study run in  
cooperation with Australian partners on behalf of the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation  
[Teske et al. 2019]. This aimed to use a transparent storyline and modelling approach to  
develop global climate action scenarios to serve as examples and to study their implications, 
requirements and climate impact based on climate modelling (Figure 74 and Figure 75). 
Adopting a bottom-up approach, integrated energy/transport scenarios were able to be  
produced in close collaboration with transport system analysts at DLR.

Expanding scenario assessment and evaluations based on multiple criteria 
In the past, scenarios often concentrated on illustrating a cost optimal route to a renewable 
future. In recent years, however, it has been possible to forge new paths in scenario 
assessment that are based on lifecycle data and on macroeconomic and acceptance criteria 
at a multidimensional evaluation level and that have led to a significant expansion in the 
assessment indicators used at our institute (see Section 2.4.3).

Figure 73: Approach for developing socio-technical 
scenarios in the ENERGY-TRANS Helmholtz Alliance 
(DLR and ZIRIUS, University of Stuttgart).

Figure 74: Trend in global electricity generation 
capacities in the years to 2050 in a scenario assum-
ing a 1.5°C target (based on [Teske et al. 2019]) 
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The work being done in integrated scenario development and assessment links together the 
analyses of various challenges and alternative options in both the energy and other sectors. 
Amongst other things, it paves the way for successful cooperation with climate modellers, 
which is evident not least in the Institute’s involvement in the Helmholtz Climate Initiative  
HI-CAM. The findings highlight not only the breadth of possibilities for reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions but also the immense time pressure there is to act in order to still meet the 
target set in the Paris Climate Agreement.

2.4.2 Infrastructure requirements and use 

There will be major structural differences between energy systems that are based on a high 
percentage of renewables and the existing conventional energy systems (e.g. [Rogelj et al. 
2018; Luderer et al. 2012]). They need to respond to the inherent variability of renewable 
energy sources over space and time and be represented accordingly in the models used in 
energy systems analysis. The focus here is on assessing the infrastructure requirements in  
integrated energy systems of the future and on studying the use of technology. To meet 
these requirements, frameworks and models are being developed and applied that replicate 
the energy systems being considered and their technical and economic criteria in as much 
detail as possible. At the Institute of Networked Energy Systems, these are, in particular, the 
open-source energy system model open_eGO (see Section 2.2.4 “Planning the expansion of 
grids and storage systems”), which is based on the PyPSA [Brown et al. 2018] and focuses 
on planning grids and storage systems with high spatial resolution for Germany, as well as 
the REMix optimisation framework for energy systems, which has been developing at our  
Institute since 2006 [Scholz 2012; Gils et al. 2017a] and whose main focus is on Europe and 
Germany in particular but which also has been applied to many other country studies, such 
as Australia. 

Besides this scenario-based assessment of the future need for and use of infrastructure, 
there is also the question of suitable framework conditions for accelerating the energy  
transition. In the interest of successful implementation, these will need to take account of 
necessary investment and operational decisions from a business management perspective as 
well as taking a macroeconomic view. To analyse these “efficiency gaps”, the agent-based 
energy market model AMIRIS is being applied and further developed [Deissenroth et  
al. 2017; Klein et al. 2019a].

Optimising energy systems modelling and sector integration 
The REMix modelling framework is based on two submodels: “Energy Data Analysis Tool” 
(EnDAT) and “Optimisation Model” (OptiMo). As a general principle, it focuses on 
investment decisions and unit commitment of electricity generation capacities at minimum 
cost and on the infrastructural requirements for storage, transmission and flexible sector 
integration. REMix aims to answer the following questions: how can fluctuating electricity 
generation be balanced out at regional and dispatch level? How can supply and demand be 
harmonised with adequate regional capacities and loads? The strengths of the REMix 
framework lie in:

• A global meteorological database (solar irradiance and wind speed) with a high 
spatial resolution (1 km in Europe, 10 km globally)

• An hourly resolution for optimisation
• Full flexibility in terms of its spatial, temporal and technological dimensions
• Integrated optimisation of all installations covered in terms of their design and use
• Extensive replication of sector integration including the power, heat, gas, and 

transport sectors
• A broad portfolio of technologies (renewable energy technologies, conventional 

electricity and heat generation, combined heat and power, various storage 
technologies, load management, electric mobility, hydrogen) 

• Close links with established scenario-building methods

REMix has been strongly expanded since 2011. No longer confined to the electricity sector, 
the framework now considers various additional technological options from the heat, 
transport, and gas sectors. In particular, these options include direct and indirect flexible 

Figure 75: Trend in CO2 emissions from energy from 
2015 to 2050 in three global 1.5°C scenarios (based 
on [Teske et al. 2019]).

Figure 76: Installation of pumped storage (top) and 
battery systems (middle) with conversion capabilities 
for scenarios with moderate CO2 certificate costs. 
Hydrogen storage (bottom) converter installation for 
scenarios with high CO2 certificate costs. All values 
are relative to peak load [Scholz et al. 2017].
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electrification using heat pumps, battery electric vehicles [Wulff et al. 2020], hydrogen 
electrolysis and power-to-gas with a connection to the gas network [Fette et al. 2020].  
A further area of focus within the analyses of sustainable energy systems was the 
detailed presentation of demand response (DR), i.e. proactively controlling energy 
demand in line with supply, in both the residential and commercial sectors. Electric 
vehicles are taken into account based on an extensive approach that was developed 
together with DLR’s transport-focused institutes and that factors in representative, 
empirical driving profiles and a specific model of the vehicle market (VECTOR21). These 
profiles were used to determine the load shift potential by considering minimum and 
maximum charging levels for the vehicle’s batteries and to ensure that vehicle users 
can still handle the driving required. 

We identified that the design of controlled charging has a significant impact on 
system costs and the curtailment of renewable energy sources. It can be used to  
avoid harmful peak loads and adapt electricity demand to electricity supply  
[Wulff et al. 2020]. Alongside increased use of active modes of transportation,  
such as walking and cycling, plus avoiding transportation in general, another option  
for decarbonisation of the transportation sector lies in renewable, synthetic fuels 
[Creutzig et al. 2015]. Initial results of using such fuels in aviation and heavy goods 
transportation are presented in [Moser et al. 2017].

The REMix framework has also been used to determine the demand for storage, grid, 
and back-up capacities for scenarios with various shares of fluctuating electricity supply 
from solar and wind power at the European scale. The new parameter landscapes  
revealed in this way can be integrated into more comprehensive models for forecasting 
the interactions between energy use and climate change [Scholz et al. 2017; Gils et al. 
2017a]. A comparison of how various storage technologies track against the volume of 
installed photovoltaic and wind power output shows that battery storage and pumped 
storage power plants correlate well with the installed photovoltaic output while 
hydrogen storage correlates well with the volume of wind power in the system (see 
Figure 76 and Figure 77). These insights provided the basis for an analysis of the 
environmental impacts of scenarios with high market penetration in Europe by the 
Norwegian Institute of Science and Technology (NTNU) and Yale University [Berill et al. 
2016]. Although REMix was originally developed for modelling European energy 
systems, the framework can also be flexibly applied to other regions. For instance,  
REMix has also been used to analyse energy systems in Brazil, China and Australia [Gils 
et al. 2017b; Ueckerdt et al. 2019; Xiao et al. 2020].

Optimising energy systems models such as REMix and open_eGo depict the energy 
supply system as a system of equations. The objective function describes the total cost 
of the system components, which is to be minimised. A variety of solvers are available 
for solving such systems of equations. Because energy systems models have large 
numbers of parameters (generally 8760 hours x the number of technologies x the 
number of nodes + other conditions), the solution spaces are very large, meaning that 
the models are often unsolvable even with the most advanced commercial solvers. 
New approaches to finding solutions are therefore required. 

In the project BEAM-ME, new solution methods were researched by computer scientists 
and mathematicians at the high-performance data centres in Jülich and Stuttgart, the 
TU Berlin, the Zuse Institute Berlin and the company GAMS. The mathematical 
description of the problem was simplified and made parallelisable by means of block 
structuring, which is essential for using high-powered computing systems to find a 
solution (see Figure 45). The project involved creating a new solver capable of utilising 
the block structuring for parallelisation. This reduced the computational cost and the 
time for solving large systems of equations by over 95 per cent in some cases [Cao et al. 
2019]. The use of a neural network to further reduce the time required for solving the 
model is also being investigated in a follow-up project.

Figure 77: The structure of the levelised cost of 
electricity (LCOE), with cost shares for electricity 
generation, storage, transmission, and CO2 emis-
sions in scenarios with 50% PV and 50% wind  
[Gils et al. 2017b].

Figure 78: Specific operational results for  
different types of direct marketers under the  
market premium scheme according to EEG 2012  
[Deissenroth et al. 2017].
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Analysis of future energy markets with agent-based modelling 
Energy system models and frameworks like REMix and open_eGo can only answer some of 
the questions surrounding the development of future energy systems, particularly with 
regard to structural development. In addition to the techno-economic question of which 
forms of renewable energy can contribute to which types of load coverage, the following 
question also arises: How must the electricity markets of the future be structured to 
incentivise the necessary investments in generating capacity and 
flexibility as well as efficient dispatching of the energy? 

To better understand the different factors related to this question, 
the Institute of Networked Energy Systems is developing the agent-
based electricity market model AMIRIS, which takes an innovative 
approach for analysing and evaluating energy policy instruments 
and mechanisms for the market integration of renewable energy 
technologies as well as flexibility options. This makes it possible to 
take into account the economic (and not always rational) behaviour 
of various actors in the face of uncertainty by placing their 
perceptions and behaviour patterns at the centre of the model. 

AMIRIS simulations enable investigations of the influence of 
regulatory framework conditions, such as the market premium in the 
German Renewable Energies Act (EEG), on the behaviour and 
profitability of energy market actors in consideration of various 
marketing paths as well as quantification of the influence of socio-
economic factors on the energy markets (see Figure 78) [Frey et al. 
2020; Deissenroth et al. 2017; Purkus et al. 2017]. In [Reeg 2019], 
AMIRIS was used to investigate the development of refinancing conditions for fluctuating 
renewable energy technologies, their market values and the associated efficiency of 
subsidies with respect to achieving the expansion goals for renewable energy technologies 
with a variety of subsidisation systems in an electricity market that is dominated by marginal 
costs (see Figure 79).

By coupling AMIRIS with the two optimising energy system models REMix and E2M2, we 
studied the differences resulting from the agent-based simulation of economic decisions  
in the face of uncertainty and in consideration of funding instruments compared with the 
optimised calculations [DLR et al. 2019b]. For this purpose, a further specifiable tool for data 
processing and transfer between different models was developed with the help of the open-
source published workflow manager ioProc. The coupling of REMix and AMIRIS focuses 
on the comparison of the overall economic perspective with that of the plant 
operators, so far considering in particular energy storage and decentralized prosumers.

To rule out model-specific causes of observed differences, the project ERAFlex 
established a complete harmonisation of the two models AMIRIS and E2M2. This 
allows evaluation of differences in the results and specific assignment to the simulation 
parameters (such as profit-maximising strategies) [Torralba-Díaz et al. 2020]. This 
foundation can then be used for defining a cost-optimal energy system calculated  
with regard to the behaviour of the actors in the face of uncertainty as well as the 
costs of necessary incentives. 

Further investigations focused on the consequences of different conditions for 
prosumers for using their PV battery storage systems to support the market. It was shown 
here that the strongest incentives for operation in line with the scarcity signals of the market 
are produced under a combination of real-time pricing for the end customer rate, a variable 
market premium for feeding in the photovoltaic electricity and capacity-based grid fees 
[Klein et al. 2019b] (see Figure 80). Previous analyses often failed to depict this effect 
sufficiently (e.g. [Langenmayr et al. 2020; Kazhamaika et al. 2017]).

Figure 79: Allocation of RE-electricity output and 
support cost 2015-2035 in a best case scenario 
[Reeg 2019].

12 https://pypi.org/project/ioproc
13 https://gitlab.com/fame-framework
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Figure 80: Distribution of the market alignment  
indicator (MAI) for different instrument mixes. The 
uncertainty in the values per instrument mix stems 
from a variation of the household load profiles  
[Klein et al. 2019b].
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Finally, AMIRIS was reconfigured to ensure broad flexibility based on the internally developed 
FAME13 framework, which can also be used for third-party, Java-based energy market  
simulations. This makes it easier to integrate new regulatory conditions, markets and actors 
and enables parallelised computation in HPC clusters [Deissenroth et al. 2019].

Meteorological input data for energy systems modelling 
In addition to the areas discussed above, the Institute of Networked Energy Systems also  
focuses within the topic of “Concepts for Sustainable Energy Systems” on the processing  
of meteorological input data for energy systems analysis. The collaboration between the 
fields of energy meteorology and energy systems analysis in a single department makes 
this interdisciplinary project unique throughout Europe. The extensive energy meteorological 
infrastructure for analysing the fluctuating supply of wind and solar energy makes it possible 
to provide precise data at various temporal and spatial scales describing the available 
resources as well as predicting the behaviour of the energy systems modelling (see Section 
2.2.1 “Forecasting methods”). 

A wide range of remote sensing instruments plays a key role here. Operational analysis  
of data from meteorological satellites (MSG, Himawari, GOES) and access to other satellite 
platforms (WorldView-3, EnMap, Terra-SAR-X) along with a leading role in the ‘Solar 
Radiation Service’ of the European Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS,  
[Qu et al. 2017; Gschwind et al; Schroedter-Homscheidt et al. 2021], see Figure 81) have  
led to important insights at the intersection between energy systems modelling and energy 
meteorology, such as in the EU project E-Shape (EuroGEO Showcases: Applications powered 
by Europe) and the project MetPVNet “Development of innovative, satellite-based 
methods for improved PV yield forecasting at various time scales for applications at  
the distribution grid level” [Schroedter-Homscheidt et al. 2018; Schroedter-Homscheidt  
et al. 2020; Schreck et al. 2020].

In the area of numerical meteorological modelling, many weather forecasting products  
are used to investigate the generation of solar and wind power as well as the influence of 
associated uncertainties, such as on the operation of power grids. One current focus 
involves optimising the design and operation of power grids based on uncertain generation 
forecasts using probabilistic methods and machine learning, among other approaches.

Establishing a basis for determining how much energy will be fed into the power grid from 
private solar installations requires a largely automated method for detecting solar collectors 
on roofs and in fields. In cooperation with the Earth Observation Center (EOC) of DLR, the 
EU project E-Shape and the interdisciplinary project Digital Atlas are analysing high-resolution 
optical and hyperspectral data collected in flights over urban areas to derive digital elevation 

Figure 81: Solar irradiance  
at the surface of the earth 
based on satellite data and 
chemical transport models – 
provided as open, free data 
by the European Copernicus 
Atmosphere Monitoring  
Service (CAMS)
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models, building shapes and other urban structural parameters (see Figure 82). The Institute 
of Networked Energy Systems is investigating the feasibility of using these Earth observation 
methods for more precise modelling of solar energy feed-in and the load curves in urban 
power grids.

Under the heading of “Concepts for Sustainable Energy Systems”, numerical models are  
also important for understanding the development of climate-resilient energy systems. The 
results of climate models (and their uncertainties, in particular) are investigated with respect 
to their impacts on the analysis of energy systems. The resulting time series data for future 
power grid feed-in from renewable energy carriers at the highest possible spatial and 
temporal resolution are valuable resources for energy systems modelling.

2.4.3 Prospective multidimensional evaluation 

Prospective multidimensional evaluation involves an investigation of possible, future,  
ecological, economic and social impacts on the overall system both at the level of energy 
and transportation technologies and at the level of transformation strategies. 

Research in this area is focused on analysing how changes to the technological composition 
of the energy systems resulting from energy and climate policy impact other economic  
sectors, including the corresponding feedback effects on the energy system. Two key areas 
have been defined here. The first involves an analysis of economic innovation factors with  
a focus on macroeconomic influences, while the second consists of a multidimensional 
sustainability analysis of the identified energy scenarios and the associated energy 
technologies.

Innovation economic analyses and economic effects 

In past years, the analysis of economic innovation factors has been centred on the market 
effects initiated by the energy transition. For 16 years, DLR has been working in this area 
with the German Institute for Economic Research (DIW) and the Institute of Economic  
Structures Research (GWS). This collaboration is particularly focused on developing and  
studying technology-specific economic indicators for monitoring the energy transition, 
which are then made available to policymakers and the general public [O'Sullivan  
et al. 2019; O'Sullivan und Edler 2020].

Against the backdrop of developments in the German renewable energy industry, increasing 
attention has been paid in the last four years to understanding the relevance of national  
policy measures on the development of new industries within the context of the energy 
transition. Methods for analysing economic innovation factors are applied here to industry 
life cycles in a variety of renewable energy industries (see [O'Sullivan 2020]). This work helps 
better depict the development of new industry sectors in macroeconomic models. At the 
same time, it opens up a path for deriving industrial policy recommendations. 

Figure 82: Evaluation of DLR's own earth observation products in energy system analysis together with publicly 
availalbe data sources
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A further measure consists of developing a macroeconomic model that supports the 
exploration of more robust energy scenarios at DLR. The agent-based modelling approach 
selected here has the potential to depict innovation processes and, in particular, to determine 
the economy’s response to various types of shocks. In addition to the macroeconomic 
perspectives, a number of studies have been carried out on behalf of federal ministries to 
refine and improve political funding instruments.

Sustainability evaluation of energy scenarios and multi-criteria optimisation 
For the second key area of evaluating energy scenarios and technologies based on 
sustainability, multidimensional evaluation methods are being developed. In the context  
of evaluating energy scenarios, it is particularly worth mentioning the “Framework for the 
Assessment of Environmental Impacts of Transformation Scenarios (FRITS)”, which was 
developed in recent years and enables the assessment of a wide range of life cycle-based 
environmental impacts in the categories of “climate change”, “human health”, “ecosystem 
quality” and “resources” [Junne et al. 2020a; Junne et al. 2021]. FRITS combines a life cycle 
inventory (LCI) database (focused in particular on energy and transportation technologies) 
with the scenario generator MESAP (Modular Energy System Analysis and Planning 
Environment). The framework also enhances compatibility between the database and  
the scenario assumptions. This makes it possible to identify and compare desirable and 
undesirable ecological side effects of various transformation strategies for the energy 
systems and highlight potential hotspots. The technologies and sectors with environmental 
impacts in need of improvement from the perspective of the overall system can in turn be 
identified. On the other hand, this information can also be used to develop climate-friendly 
transformation strategies with high co-benefits with respect to other environmental impacts. 

One step in this direction is the integration of LCA data from FRITS in the REMix optimisation 
model, allowing the use of technology in the energy systems to be optimised based on an 
multi criteria optimisation approach. For example, energy systems can be optimised with  
regard to their environmental impacts, and trade-offs between system costs and life cycle-
based greenhouse gas emissions can be systematically analysed via Pareto fronts. 

As mentioned above, FRITS also enables an assessment of the resource requirements  
of different scenarios. Typically, however, the resource data from LCA analyses are highly 
aggregated. The resource requirements of individual technologies also depend on 
technological specifics that are often insufficiently represented in the LCI databases. A 
detailed database of the demand for (potentially critical) materials in a number of energy 
and transportation technologies is therefore under development. Particular attention was 
paid to ensuring adequate granularity with regard to sub-technologies within a technology 
class (for example, differentiation between different battery chemistry compositions among 
stationary batteries or differentiation between various types of onshore wind turbines). Figure 83: Demand for lithium in an energy scenario, 

including the indicated fictitious shares for Germany 
(calculated based on total volume per capita).
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Roadmaps can be created to depict scenarios detailing how the market shares of various  
sub-technologies may develop within a technology class. This database is therefore useful 
for investigating the demand for (potentially critical) materials in diverse global and national 
strategies for transforming the energy systems. Any material-related bottlenecks can also be 
identified to point out the need for further research and development not just in the area of 
technology and possible scenarios but also with regard to aspects such as recycling or the 
development of new resources [Junne et al. 2020b] (see Figure 83). 

Prospective evaluation of individual technologies
Within the context of evaluating energy technologies, multidimensional evaluation methods 
are being tested and improved. This work builds in particular on life cycle approaches and 
pursues two fundamental objectives: The first is a holistic evaluation of energy technologies 
in consideration of many dimensions, such as within the framework of a life cycle 
sustainability assessment (LSCA). The second is the integration of future energy technology 
developments within the framework of a prospective evaluation. To date, the focus here has 
been on four key research areas: 

(Further) development of evaluation methods and criteria 
Methods for cataloguing ecological impacts (especially LCA) still fall short, despite 
progress in the development of some methodologies [Finkbeiner et al. 2010], and are 
unable to sufficiently depict criteria involving social/socio-technical and macroeconomic 
dimensions and their interactions with ecological aspects. In this research area, the 
Institute of Networked Energy Systems is developing methods for improving the 
collection of relevant data and representing system interactions (especially with regard 
to resource criticality and the resilience of energy systems). The initial results for electric 
vehicles have already been published [Wilken et al. 2020]. 

Integration possibilities and weighting of criteria within a multi-criteria 
decision analysis (MCDA)
With an eye to a holistic evaluation, one challenge is how to integrate criteria with 
differing data formats (qualitative/quantitative) and with potentially different weightings 
based on stakeholder perspectives. A special focus is placed here on the methods of 
MCDA and their continued development (including open source tools) as well as ways 
to integrate stakeholders in the weighting processes.

Identification and (further) development of prospective methods
In addition to evaluating the current state of technological development, it is also 
important to consider future developments in these technologies for an early 
assessment of potential positive or negative consequences. Changes in efficiency or 
costs, for example, have a tremendous impact on the final evaluation of technologies. 
Ways to combine LCSAs with prospective methods such as scenario analysis or learning 
curves are therefore being developed and tested. Insights from the previously described 
energy scenario evaluation (see Section 2.4.1) enter into this process.

(Further) development of a holistic, prospective, multidimensional evaluation  
method 
The three areas of research into energy technology evaluation briefly described above will 
eventually be integrated for an analysis of the overall situation. This supports the further 
development of a holistic, prospective evaluation method for energy technologies. A 
snapshot of the current results is being compiled in the form of a guide. 
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3 Programme-oriented research and interaction with 
third-party funded research

3.1 Embedding and integration into the programme-oriented research of DLR and the  
 Helmholtz Association

The energy research agenda of DLR is integrated into the programme-oriented funding of the Helmholtz Association. 
The Helmholtz Association is dedicated to the topics of energy, Earth and environment, health, aviation, space flight, 
transportation, information and matter. The research programmes for the years 2021 to 2027 were recently subjected 
to a comprehensive evaluation. The energy research division is divided into four research programmes: Nuclear fusion, 
nuclear safety, materials and technologies for the energy transition and energy systems design. The research  
programme Energy Systems Design is home to the systems-oriented energy research. 

The research of DLR is based on the structure laid out by the Helmholtz Association and consists of the research  
divisions of space, aviation, transport, safety, digitalisation and energy.  

The DLR Institute of Networked Energy Systems is part of the Energy System Design programme and the energy  
research of DLR. Currently, about 97 per cent of DLR’s resources in the Energy System Design programme are situated 
within the Institute of Networked Energy Systems. The bottom line is: The Institute of Networked Energy Systems  
is responsible for practically all of the work within the Helmholtz Energy System Design programme that is taking 
place at DLR.

With the goal of making renewable energy available in flexible ways, the energy research of DLR is organised along 
the entire chain, from the sources of wind and solar energy to the conversion technologies and storage. While other 
DLR institutes are focused primarily on individual technological components of the energy system (and are therefore 
situated within a different Helmholtz programme), the Institute of Networked Energy Systems is systematically  
investigating the interaction of the individual technologies within the energy system. 

Because the integration of the Institute into DLR took place in parallel with the development of the new Helmholtz 
programmes, the Institute was able to reorganise itself accordingly. Within the Helmholtz programme Energy System 
Design, the departments of Energy Systems Technology and Urban and Residential Technologies are focused on the 
topic of energy system technology, while the department of Energy Systems Analysis works in the area of energy 
system transformation. 

Within the DLR, the Institute is already well-integrated into all other DLR research areas. For instance, there is extensive 
collaboration with DLR’s transportation institutes on the topic of sector integration. Such collaboration encompasses 
the integration of electric mobility into the energy system, integrated modelling of the energy and transportation 
systems, joint scenario development, the use of hydrogen in rail vehicles, the use of synthetic fuels in all transportation 
sectors and the use of hydrogen vehicles as sources of electricity and heat for buildings. The Institute is also  
collaborating on the economic evaluation of transport and energy systems. 

Joint projects in the aviation research area include work on electric flight and high-altitude unmanned platforms (HAP).

Longstanding collaboration in the space research area is focused on using remote sensing data for analysing available 
renewable resources, meteorology and solar energy forecasting. The space weather forecasting is also used to analyse 
the safety of energy systems. Joint activities here involve innovative concepts for supplying energy to satellites. 

Joint work with the interdisciplinary safety research programme involves analysing the cyber security of energy grids.

Interest in digitalising research processes has resulted in multiple projects in cooperation with the DLR’s interdisciplinary 
programme on digitalisation. Topics here include metadata for research data, research data infrastructures, use of 
high-performance computing, big data and machine learning. 

In the area of energy research at DLR, there is collaboration with the Institute of Engineering Thermodynamics on 
the topic of battery ageing and with the Institutes of Combustion Technology, Engineering Thermodynamics and  
Solar Research on the topic of synthetic fuels. Joint research projects with the Institute of Low-Carbon Industrial  
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Processes are working on more flexible recycling processes. The topics of solar energy for buildings and forecasting 
solar energy with cloud cameras are being addressed together with the Institute of Solar Research. Potential also  
exists for working with the Institute of Maritime Energy Systems on hydrogen infrastructure in ports and assessment 
of maritime technologies.

In the interests of cultivating a holistic perspective on the transformation of the energy systems and analysing the  
interactions between the various elements of a future energy system, the Institute is deeply involved in the energy 
research area as well as many other research areas at DLR and the Helmholtz Association.

3.2 Interactions between programme-oriented and third-party funded research 

Programme-oriented research (research funded primarily on an institutional basis) fulfils a variety of objectives within 
the overall strategy of the Institute: 

1. Development of research infrastructures, models and methods with a particularly long-term perspective
2. Researching topics with high potential but also high uncertainty (high-risk/high-gain research) 
3. Development of new topics for which few or no third-party funding programmes exist. 

Third-party funded research is closely intertwined with programme-oriented research when it comes to the  
development of research infrastructures. Programme-oriented research creates models and infrastructures and  
lays the foundation for their continued development. They are then available for use in application- and customer- 
oriented research funded by third parties. 

In the area of systems analysis, institutional funding supports fundamental, new developments as well as the long-
term maintenance of models like REMix, AMIRIS and open_eGo. Maintenance of the model includes the software 
engineering to ensure that extensions and new developments are always integrated into the general model code 
and that results remain reproducible. In the third-party funded research projects, the models are expanded as needed 
to explore the specific research questions arising within the projects. This prevents models from splitting into disjoint 
sub-models. Methods for multi-criteria evaluation were also developed with institutional funding, which can then be 
used in other research projects to evaluate technologies. Models and methods that are continuously maintained and 
improved can be considered the “systems analysis research infrastructure”, similar to the large test facilities run by 
the experimentally focused groups at the Institute. 

The Institute operates multiple research infrastructures, which are described in more detail in Section 5. These also 
play an important role in integrating the institutionally funded and third-party funded projects. This can be illustrated 
with some examples: 

The sensor network Eye2Sky was created during the Institute’s transition to join DLR and is now continuously operated 
by the Institute. The sensor network is currently being used in projects for developing new intelligent solar forecasts 
(HyForPV and Smart4RES) with national and European research funding. 

The Institute built its own high-performance computing infrastructure, which is expected to be connected to  
the computing infrastructures of DLR. It is used intensively in various projects for simulating energy systems and  
meteorological models, for instance. 

The institutionally funded technical centre offers wide ranging options for coating surfaces. It supplies the basic  
infrastructure for third-party funded research into switchable windows or greenhouse photovoltaics. 

NESTEC is an emulation centre for networked energy systems created through programme-oriented institutional 
funding that is used to replicate distribution grids. This laboratory is used in third-party funded projects such as  
the energy-efficient neighbourhood EnaQ or for analysing the integration of charging infrastructure into the 
distribution grid.

One example of using the programme-oriented research for high-risk topics is the use of a fuel cell vehicle to  
produce electricity from hydrogen as a sort of “CHP on wheels”. At this time, it is unclear whether there will even 
be enough fuel cell vehicles in the future and whether this type of use will be economically feasible.

The same applies to developing short-term forecasts for solar irradiance with the Eye2Sky network. It is unclear here 
whether an economical business model is possible; only the potential and the technical feasibility are being studied 
at this stage.
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Other risky topics include developing grid and energy management systems together with the grid laboratory  
NESTEC and developing consulting services with the REMix model. 

Developing a new economic model based on agent-based modelling is another example of using programme- 
oriented research for new topics. Agent-based economic models have hardly ever been created before, and there is 
a corresponding lack of funding in this area. This model is therefore being built and demonstrated with institutional 
funding, and subsequent development in the course of research funding will explore the possibilities of this new  
approach. The REMix and AMIRIS models also got their start through a similar approach. 
 

4 Cooperation and networking
The collaboration at the national and international level with leading research institutions and industry players is an important aspect of 
successful research at the Institute of Networked Energy Systems.

4.1 Collaboration with universities and research institutions

4.1.1 Education and training

The nearby universities of Oldenburg, Stuttgart and Karlsruhe play important roles, especially the University of  
Oldenburg, where the Institute of Networked Energy Systems was founded in 2007 as an “associated institute”.  
The formal status as an associated institute of the University of Oldenburg no longer applies since joining DLR.  
Nevertheless, due to the proximity to the University of Oldenburg, the history of collaboration and the resources  
and competence of the Institute, many students of physics, engineering physics and the Post-graduate Programme 
Renewable Energy (PPRE/SuRE) select research topics of interest to the Institute and complete their final projects 
there. This is especially true of postgrads who participate in extended research projects at the Institute after their 
studies and use the results for their doctoral thesis. 

For the section of the Institute located in Stuttgart, the University of Stuttgart and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
are very important partners, whose students complete academic final projects at the Institute. In principle, cooperation 
on final projects is open to any universities at the national or international level if their rules support completion of a 
corresponding project to obtain a bachelor’s, master’s or doctorate. In practice, the vast majority of final projects 
originate from the cooperation with the universities of Oldenburg, Stuttgart and Karlsruhe (KIT). In 2020, a total of 
four projects were successfully completed for bachelor’s degrees, 18 for master’s degrees and one for a doctorate. 
Thirty employees at the Institute are currently working on doctoral projects, some of which will be completed in 2021. 
2021 is also expected to mark the completion of five bachelor’s projects and 15 master’s projects at the Institute.

Four employees of the Institute serve as instructors at the university level: Institute Director Carsten Agert has a  
professorship at the University of Oldenburg and is the scientific director of the Post-graduate Programme Renewable 
Energy (PPRE). Detlev Heinemann also teaches at the University of Oldenburg’s Institute of Physics. At the Stuttgart 
site, Patrick Jochem is an instructor at the HECTOR School - Technology Business School of the Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology (KIT). Marion Schroedter-Homscheidt teaches energy meteorology at the KIT and Cologne University.

4.1.2 National research projects with non-university institutes and research institutions

At the national level, intensive research ties exist with certain institutes of the Helmholtz Association. Of particular 
importance here is the joint Programme-oriented Research (PoF), (see chapter 3 “Programme-oriented research and 
interaction with third-party funded research“). The current PoF IV has been running since the start of 2021 and will 
continue until 2027. The participating institutes obtain their institutional funding via the PoF programme within the 
framework of projects on coordinated topics and related collaborative work. The Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
(KIT) and the Jülich Research Centre are special partners of the Institute of Networked Energy Systems for working 
on the shared topics of PoF IV.

In addition to the cooperation in institutionally funded projects, the Institute is currently participating in 35 ongoing 
third-party funded research projects, acting as a partner in various consortia. The other partners in these cases are 
generally universities, research institutes, industrial companies and, in a few cases, administrative agencies, associations 
and municipalities. In 28 of the 35 projects, the Institute is working within consortia that include other institutes of  
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universities and research institutions. Of these projects, 13 involve purely scientific consortia made up exclusively  
of academic partners and research institutes. 

4.1.3 International research projects with non-university institutes and  
 research institutions

The international activities with universities and research institutions generally consist of third-party funded joint  
research projects. This refers mostly to projects with EU funding, currently involving collaboration with 23 international 
partners from academic and research institutions.

In addition to addressing research questions within EU projects, another goal of the international collaboration is 
networking with globally leading institutes in the area of renewable energies for consolidating expertise, exchanging 
guest researchers and gaining new perspectives on existing topics based on the conditions in other world regions. 
The Institute has a particular interest in the two very different regions of the USA and Africa. The topics of interest to 
the Institute in the USA include conversion of the current widespread energy supply infrastructure and studying grid 
structures with a high level of consumption as well as energy conservation and sustainability. High-level research is 
carried out at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) on all research topics of the Institute for Networked 
Energy Systems. Areas for collaboration with the NREL were identified on this basis. Once the conditions relating to 
the COVID-19 pandemic permit, this contact should be intensified and cooperation on joint projects should begin in 
practice as soon as possible. 

In the region of southern Africa, the Institute wishes to employ its expertise in the area of distributed energy systems 
in structures where access to an energy supply grid poses special challenges. There is great potential here for solutions 
based on distributed renewable energy sources combined with storage systems and increased flexibility. The primary 
contact in South Africa is with Nelson Mandela University (NMU) and the Council for Scientific and Industrial  
Research (CSIR) in the context of third-party funded joint research projects, including the creation of an off-grid 
power supply system in the village of Upper Blinkwater14. 

4.2 Collaboration with industry

The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is currently active in 35 third-party funded projects. 22 of these projects 
involve cooperation with a total of 78 national and international partners from business and industry. In particular, a 
longstanding partnership exists with EWE AG, a local energy supplier, grid operator and telecommunications provider 
headquartered in Oldenburg. This collaboration encompasses numerous third-party funded joint projects on topics 
such as electric mobility, stationary home energy storage systems and fuel cell technology for natural gas and  
hydrogen applications. 

4.2.1 National research projects

In addition to the described third-party funded projects with industry participation, a number of examples of successful 
collaborations with national industry partners are briefly listed below (for more detailed information about the  
projects and downstream utilisation of joint project results, see Part 2, Section 6 “Technology transfer”). 

• In the area of energy meteorology, the Institute has collaborated for a number of years with meteocontrol 
GmbH on the supply of data and forecasts. 

• Together with Meyer Werft, the Institute is working on energy management for the use of renewable 
energy sources in cruise ship cabins.

• The Institute has an extensive history of projects with EWE AG on topics such as the system stability of grid  
areas with new consumer structures, swarm management of storage systems and new approaches to feed-
in management to reduce the throttling of wind turbines. 

• A joint energy concept for properties was developed with the company KEHAG in the ENAQ project.
• A cooperation with Uniper is aimed at developing a CO2-free compressed air storage power plant within 

the context of the Northwest Hydrogen Region.
• Reduction of carbon emissions in the operation of a hybrid storage power plant to supply heat and 

electricity was studied together with the Stadtwerken Bremen (SWB).
• The founders of Vanevo GmbH, a spin-off from the Institute for the development and production of redox 

flow batteries, completed their doctoral and masters’ theses at the Institute, during which time they 
developed the key ideas and the experimentally confirmed technical concept for the founding project. 

14 https://www.dlr.de/ve/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-14171/24572_read-59681/
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4.2.2 International research projects

As with the partnerships with academic and research institutions described above, these joint projects are third-party 
funded (generally with EU funding) avenues for cooperation with international partners from industry and business. 
The four current EU projects involve cooperation with 29 foreign partners from business and industry.

4.3 Collaboration with organisations

The Institute of Networked Energy Systems is active in a variety of national and international associations and  
specialised organisations related to the topic of sustainable energy supply. 

4.3.1 National organisations 

The Institute holds membership in and collaborates with various national organisations and work platforms, such as:

• Deutsche Akademie der Technikwissenschaften (acatech – National Academy of Science and Engineering), 
the voice of the technological sciences at home and abroad, providing advice on strategic engineering and 
technology policy issues to policymakers and the public. Collaboration in the research project “Energy 
Systems of the Future” (ESYS – Energy Systems of the Future)

• Bundesverband Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung e.V. (B.KWK) (German Combined Heat and Power Association),  
an organisation dedicated to protecting the climate and conserving resources by expanding the use of 
combined heat and power in Germany.

• Deutscher Wasserstoff- und Brennstoffzellenverband e. V. (DWV – German Hydrogen and Fuel-Cell 
Association), the umbrella organisation for hydrogen and fuel-cell technology in Germany.

• Power Grids Research Network, which functions as an interface between politics, science and real-world 
use. The network’s members develop proposals for how to strategically allocate funding for research into 
power grids. Participation in the working group on “Flexibility of Energy Systems, System Services 
Research Roadmap”.

• Systems Analysis Research Network, which gives advice on funding strategies in the areas of digital data 
processing, data infrastructures, and licensing to the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy and 
stakeholders from research and the energy sector.

• Hydrogen Research Network, which is supported by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy 
and promotes a national, cross-sector dialogue on the topic of hydrogen, focused on applied energy 
research and knowledge transfer. Chair of the cluster “Hydrogen Infrastructure: Storage and Transport”.

• Forschungsverbund Erneuerbare Energien (FVEE – German Renewable Energy Research Association), a 
nationwide cooperation between research institutions. The members research and develop technologies for 
renewable energies, energy efficiency, energy storage and optimised technical and socio-economic 
interactions between all system components.

• Forum Netztechnik/Netzbetrieb (FNN – Network Technology/Network Operation Forum) at VDE (Association 
for Electrical, Electronic & Information Technologies), which drives the energy transition forward by 
establishing technical rules, such as VDE application rules, FNN guidelines, studies and position papers.

• Fuel Cell and Hydrogen, E-Mobility Network NRW. This network brings together experienced and new 
stakeholders in the area of fuel cells and hydrogen technology as well as electric mobility to foster the 
development and market introduction of new technologies. 

• Netzwerk Oberfläche NRW e.V. (Surface Network of North Rhine-Westphalia) which initiates and promotes  
innovation processes in surface technology.

• Oldenburger Energiecluster (OLEC – Oldenburg Energy Cluster): Innovation and knowledge management 
for the energy system of the future. OLEC e.V. is the largest cross-technological energy network in 
Germany’s north-west.
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• Strategy Dialogue on the Automotive Industry in Lower Saxony – Innovators Round II – Market and 
Infrastructure. An initiative of the state of Lower Saxony to protect the state’s strengths as a home to the 
automotive industry and help shape the ongoing process of transformation.

• Weser Ems Energy Strategy Council, a regional network on the topic of energy that collectively represents 
the special potential of the Weser-Ems region.

• Verband der Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik e. V. (VDE – Association for Electrical, Electronic & 
Information Technologies), which takes an interdisciplinary approach to advancing these key technologies and 
their applications. Participation in various working groups, such as the DKE Working Group 371.0.13 
“Modular battery systems” (vice chair), DKE Working Group 353.07 “Battery swapping systems” and  
VDE/ITG “Power supplies”.

4.3.2 International organisations

Collaboration with international organisations generally takes place at the European level along with isolated cases 
outside of Europe. The Institute works with or on committees and working groups of the following organisations:

• European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) is responsible for standardisation in the 
electrotechnical engineering field.  Member of the group CLC/TC 69X Scope, it prepares European standards 
related to electrical systems for road vehicles, fully or partially propelled by self-contained power sources.

• Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ – Germany’s international 
development agency), which supports the federal government in promoting sustainable international 
development in over 130 countries. Specific topics and projects, such as the Upper Blinkwater mini grid in 
South Africa.

• Worldbank Energy Storage Partnership (ESP), convened by the Energy Sector Management Assistance 
Program (ESMAP), which brings together over 30 international organizations to help develop safe, 
sustainable energy storage solutions tailored to the needs of developing countries. DLR is represented here 
as a stakeholder in the form of the Institute of Networked Energy Systems.

• Energy Systems Integration Group (ESIG), the leading source of global expertise for energy systems 
integration and operations. ESIG is the only non-profit educational association that focuses on providing 
resources and education to the engineers, researchers, technologists and policymakers for our evolving 
electricity and integrated energy systems.

• Energy Systems Integration Programme (JP ESI), one of the newest programmes of the European Energy 
Research Alliance. (EERA), the largest energy research community in Europe.

• EU-Gremium Batteries Europe – the technology and innovation platform of the European Battery Alliance 
(EBA) with participation in working group 6 “Stationary batteries”.

• European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), an independent intergovernmental 
organisation supported by most of the nations of Europe operating one of the largest supercomputer 
complexes in Europe and the world’s largest archive of numerical weather prediction data.

• Forum for Sustainability through Life Cycle Innovation e. V. (FLSCI) is a global voice of the life cycle 
community, accelerating the transition towards a sustainable society by promoting global, systematic and 
effective application of life cycle innovation.

• International Association for Energy Economics (IAEE), an independent, non-profit, global membership 
organisation for business, government, academic and other professionals concerned with energy and 
related issues in the international community.

• International Energy Agency (IEA), where the Institute has made key contributions to IEA Annex 32 ‘Open 
Sesame – Open Source Energy Storage Models’ of the “Energy Conversation through Energy Storage 
(ECES) technology cooperation programme and to the Annex 16 “Solar Resources for High Penetration and 
Large Scale Applications” of the “Photovolatics Power Systems (PVPS) technology cooperation programme”.
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5 Infrastructures
The operation of complex research infrastructures is an integral part of the mission of the Helmholtz Association and therefore also an 
important aspect for the DLR institutes. Against this background, the DLR Institute of Networked Energy Systems has built up a strong 
infrastructure backbone of both lab installations and modelling tools.The following sections highlight elements of our infrastructure.  
Each section is also covered by a related video, which is available online*.

* https://www.dlr.de/ve/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-17938/#gallery/36550
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5.1 R&D technical centre for façade elements that provide flexibility

With the pilot plant, DLR has a large facility at the Institute of Networked Energy Systems, which serves as a modular 
R&D production line for the manufacture of novel technologies for generating renewable energy sources. The primary 
goal is the cross-sectoral conversion of energy in the building envelope to make this an active element of future  
district- and city-wide urban energy systems. The laboratory is equipped with a variety of coating, scribing,  
front-end and back-end systems as well as numerous characterisation methods for the manufacturing of thin-film 
technologies.

For the reliable and reproducible production of prototypes, the pilot plant is set up like an industrial production  
facility. It features many different state-of-the-art coating machines for implementing manufacturing processes that 
can eventually be transitioned to industry partners for mass production.

This combination of inline systems for developing processes and prototypes at near-industrial scale is designed for a 
substrate size up to 30x30 cm². It includes the following systems:

• An industrial glass cleaning system 
• A PECVD- (plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition) system for deposition of semiconductors, oxides and 

carbides as well as for plasma treatment
• A sputtering system for deposition of TCO transparent conductive oxides, metals, nitrides, oxides and oxynitrides
• A laser scribing system for electrical isolation of active layers and modification of passive layers (such as ablation 

at the micrometre scale) with a confocal microscope for inspecting the results
• A lamination unit and an ultrasonic soldering station for bonding as well as contacting coated substrates for  

prototyping

Another combined system for rapid prototyping and development of new functionalities and material combinations 
consists of a cluster tool with six process chambers and in situ robotic handling for substrates up to 10x10 cm². The 
system includes:

• Four PECVD chambers (primarily for germanium- and silicon-based plasma processes)
• Two sputtering chambers (primarily for metals, oxides and various TCOs)
• A PVD- (physical vapour deposition) system for metallic coating and deposition of oxides as well as for O2 

plasma etching
• A Langmuir-Blodgett coater for monolayer deposition of precursor materials

In addition to the described R&D manufacturing line, the Institute also has a well-equipped characterisation laboratory. 
This supports numerous characterisation methods for the manufactured thin-film technology demonstrators, such as 
a combined SEM- (scanning electron microscopy) and FIB- (focus ion beam) system, an ellipsometer, a Hall sensor, 
various spectrometers (UVvis, Raman, FTIR), plus a wide range of electrical and optical measurement methods.
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5.2 Power electronics laboratory for developing and evaluating grid technologies

With increasing decentralisation and digitalisation in power distribution networks, power electronic interfaces are 
taking on an increasingly important role. Corresponding power grid technologies combined with intelligent and  
networked control systems enable functional measures for power grid stabilisation and decentralised operation. 
These new types of power grid components are developed, tested and validated at the power electronics lab of  
the Institute of Networked Energy Systems. The researchers are focused on the following key topics:

• Modification and parameterisation of commercial inverter systems to optimise their behaviour with respect to 
power grid operation

• Further development of efficient and inexpensive power electronics systems
• Development and validation of control technologies for power electronics converter systems for distributed  

provision of system services

To investigate these research questions, a test facility was built in the lab as a power-hardware-in-the-loop environment 
(PHIL) with maximum electrical output of 30 kVA AC or 30 kW DC for operational analysis of commercial power grid 
components. Via the setup, hardware modifications can be made to the device under test and error and power  
quality analyses can be carried out to analyse the dynamic behaviour from the network and subscriber side. In  
addition, smart inverters can be tested in terms of power grid stability, energy management and control functions. 

Another key purpose of the lab is in-house development and testing in a realistic operating environment. The lab’s 
infrastructure offers a platform for the complete design of power electronics prototypes with user-defined control.  
A variety of software tools (such as Solidworks and Matlab/Simulink), soldering stations, current/voltage sources and 
measuring instruments are available for producing fully functional prototypes of innovative concepts in new areas of 
application. 

In other words, the infrastructure of the power electronics laboratory at the Institute of Networked Energy Systems 
offers the ability to precisely adapt hardware components and their software-based control to a wide range of  
applications, including testing under realistic conditions.  
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5.3 NESTEC: Unique hardware system emulator/simulator that links living labs with  
 modelling/simulation

The Networked Energy Systems Emulation Center (NESTEC) offers a laboratory platform capable of emulating any 
distribution grid structures – such as a residential district or distribution grid region – in the laboratory using electrical 
components and lines. In this way, NESTEC closes the gap between computer simulation and real operation.  
One area of focus is sector integration between electricity, heat and mobility. The laboratory creates a unique 
environment for research. NESTEC operates with energy flow magnitudes similar to those in real operation but  
in a separate experimental field without the influence of a coupling to test installation uninfluenced by a fixed 
connection to the public power grid.In other words, it goes beyond the world of virtual simulations to enable  
research under realistic conditions. The benefits of simulations are combined with those of a real laboratory.

NESTEC is able to replicate grid-specific changes. One example is the changing grid dynamics arising from the  
reduction in rotating masses due to the shift away from conventional power plants. NESTEC can also be used  
to research innovative distribution grid architectures as well as DC grids under realistic conditions – including  
power-hardware-in-the-loop tests.

The emulation centre has a dedicated 800 kVA connection to the medium-voltage grid. Eighteen 4-quadrant 
inverters and a large number of bidirectional DC source/sink systems can emulate a variety of grid nodes with  
the help of a real-time simulation system. The frequency can be manipulated with a motor set. The systems are 
networked together with artificial lines so that non-linear effects arising from the connection lines can also be  
taken into account. The system is monitored by means of a grid control centre. 

A number of interfaces also allow third-party factors to be integrated into the emulation. For instance, various 
charging test systems and charging infrastructure for electric cars can be integrated to test aspects of electric  
mobility. Other Institute labs are also networked with NESTEC. For example, the heat test facilities or micro-grid  
laboratory can be integrated into the grid structures of NESTEC. 
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5.4 Test facilities for batteries and system components

In view of enormous cost reductions, battery systems are becoming increasingly relevant for future energy supply 
based on fluctuating energy sources. They are used in electric vehicles as well as a variety of stationary applications, 
such as for stabilising power grids. 

The primary goal is to systematically optimise the control and design of batteries with regard to cost, efficiency and 
reliability. The laboratory offers the ability to characterise and function-test both battery cells and battery modules.  
A 24-channel battery testing system with a current rate of 150 A and voltage range of 8 V allows individual cycling 
of 24 cells in four climate chambers at varying temperatures. A climate chamber with a volume of five cubic metres 
is also available for testing larger battery modules. 

A variety of micro-grid test facilities are operated at the Institute for analysing components (such as battery modules) 
or control algorithms in a system environment. For example, one of the test facilities emulates the energy system of 
a real, commercially operated building. Load management algorithms can be evaluated in the associated tests. These 
control the interaction between energy systems, solar installations and flexible consumers such as electric vehicles. 

A wide range of components can be integrated into the test facilities of the Institute, such as 4-quadrant amplifiers, 
DC sources/sinks, inverters and battery storage systems. As a result, they can be adapted to the individual  
requirements of specific test plans. All micro-grid test facilities are integrated into the environment of the grid  
laboratory NESTEC (see Section 5.3) and can be selectively networked together. This means that the micro-grid  
test facilities can be operated individually as part of a large energy system or via the NESTEC control centre.

For evaluating research approaches in the area of energy management and communication, an energy systems  
simulator for distributed, asynchronous systems (“EVA”) was developed. This test facility can be used to simulate 
the communication across multiple levels from distribution grid operators to building connections and even  
individual devices by recreating almost any grid topology, configuring a wide range of communication protocols,  
restricting transmission rates or simulating connection errors.
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5.5 Technically focused models at a decentralised level

The Institute develops and utilises modelling environments that are typically employed at the distribution grid level 
and within quasi-closed system boundaries, such as city districts or individual properties. Approaches focusing on the 
planning and operation of sector-integrated energy supply solutions are described below. A variety of computing 
clusters are used for the simulations along with the HPC infrastructure of the Institute (see Section 2.3)

Developed at the Institute, FlexiGIS is an open source and open data tool for the modelling, simulation and 
optimisation of urban energy systems (see also Section 2.1.2). The tool has been designed to be modular and 
transferable and can thus be used by a broad target group. The spatial and temporal patterns of local electricity 
consumption and its local generation are simulated in FlexiGIS and can be linked up to additional data layers, such 
as land use or installation locations, using GIS tools. A bottom-up approach is adopted in order to calculate the 
electricity demand and generation at high resolution based on prototypes of buildings and roads. The geo-
referenced data is sourced from the OpenStreetMap database. 

In the area of system design and the practical operation of local energy systems, the tool oemof (“Open Energy 
Modelling Framework”) is used for modelling the systems as well as linear optimisation of the energy flows and  
system operations. Particular attention is given here to the sectors of electricity, heat, cold, natural gas, hydrogen 
and mobility as well as their cross-sectoral dependencies. Artificial intelligence is also integrated for dealing with 
complex conditions. The library is developed as open source software, and the Institute has considerably expanded 
the scope of functionality over the years.

The basic framework for modelling diverse power grids is provided by PowerFactory. With this well-established  
software, the Institute has access to mature simulation models and standard libraries. Additional programming and 
control freedom is also needed for testing new technologies and control algorithms. The integration of Python into 
PowerFactory makes it possible to take advantage of this open source programming language. This includes diverse 
libraries, such as for machine learning, optimisation and GIS applications. Automated simulations as well as the  
dynamic adaptation of all model parameters can be implemented with the Python API.
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5.6 Eye2Sky: One-of-a-kind system for short-term forecasts of solar power feed-in 

One significant element of the Institute’s infrastructure is the energy meteorology measurement network “Eye2Sky”, 
a cloud monitoring system covering roughly 110x100 km in north-west Germany equipped with 38 cloud cameras, 
solar radiation measurement stations and individual systems for cloud altitude measurement via LiDaR15 distributed 
throughout the region. The system collects high-resolution information on solar radiation, tracks the variability at  
different locations and outputs forecasts for very short time scales. It covers a resolution range of fewer than  
100 metres and less than 1 minute and supports forecasts of up to one hour (depending on the prevailing cloud 
height). The data can be used as a source of condition and forecasting information for distribution grids operations, 
and solar installations as well as for regional case studies. The measurement network collects the following data:

• Total of 38 locations; 14 of them in the urban area of Oldenburg with high spatial density and 24 in rural 
areas with moderate spacing of about 30 km to cover transformer districts

• All locations are equipped with cloud cameras with fish-eye lenses.
• Additional solar radiation values (global, diffuse, and direct radiation, and global radiation at a 30° angle),  

temperature and humidity are measured at 10 locations. 
• 2 ceilometers to determine cloud altitudes, supplemented by ceilometer data from the German Weather 

Service (DWD)
• 2 advanced meteorological reference stations with sun trackers for measuring direct normal, diffuse and 

global radiation
• LTE connection between each location and the DLR server
• Satellite data receiving system for METEOSAT data
• High-performance computing system (772 CPU cores, ~20 TFlops, 18.5 TB RAM, 320 TB storage) for 

processing the large volumes of data (sampling frequency 30 s)

The measurement network is currently used for institutionally funded activities of DLR as well as in nationally funded 
projects (e.g. HyForPV16) and EU-funded projects (e.g. Smart4RES17). 
 

15  Light detection and ranging: Method for light-based measurement of distance and speed as well as remote measurement of atmospheric 
parameters

16  http://hyforpv.hlrs.de/
17  https://www.smart4res.eu/ 
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Figure 84: Overview of the Eye2Sky measurement network in north-west Germany. The grid is significantly denser in the 
area around the city of Oldenburg. Overlapping of the camera images allows determination of both the position and 
altitude of the clouds. The collected data, coupled with simultaneous information from satellite data, support high tem-
poral and spatial resolutions for determining the variability of solar radiation and short-term forecasting of solar power 
generation for the purposes of infrastructure planning as well as the operation of power grids and large photovoltaic 
systems. 
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5.7 Test facilities for decentralised hydrogen-based cross-sectoral integration

The Institute of Networked Energy Systems has test platforms that permit a realistic and reproducible thermal and 
electrical operation of generating systems, such as CHP systems or heat pumps.

The individual subsystems are connected hydraulically and electrically. Sensors and measurement instruments record 
mass and energy flows, temperature levels, gas compositions in high resolution, voltage, and current. The system 
performance as well as the level of efficiency and capacity utilisation can be determined in this way, and operating 
strategies can be validated and optimised. 

Using self-developed simulation models and methods, project-specific test cycles are created to collect performance 
indicators or annual utilisation levels by means of time-lapse tests with significantly reduced measurement time.

The fully automated test facility and associated actuators enables the emulation of building loads as well as  
application- and climate-specific temperature levels. The overall setup and the test facility programming are modular 
in design, and can be adapted to the specific test object. The setup and piping are selected to correspond to real  
installations, including thermal storage and tap and shower systems. 

The test facility “vehicle integration” supports bidirectional connection of fuel cell and battery electric vehicles to a 
building energy system, including wireless communication between both lines and physical connections for electricity, 
heat and hydrogen. This is flexibly emulated at the test facility thanks to the ability to depict various thermal load 
profiles for single- and multi-family households with a load demand of up to 30 kW and an thermal energy storage 
capacity of about 50 kWh. By using power sources/sinks, electrical load profiles of buildings with demands of up to 
11 kW can also be processed bidirectionally. The test facility is additionally equipped with electrical interfaces for 
CCS, ChaDEMo and type 2 AC charging standards to allow for bidirectional electrical power flows based on typical 
charging standards in the future. 

The purity requirements for hydrogen in fuel cell vehicles are extremely high. A special trace gas analysis based on an 
ion/molecule reaction mass spectrometer can detect contaminants in the ppb range. Combined with high-pressure 
test reactors, it is possible to recreate a wide range of ambient conditions, such as those of an H2 hydrogen salt  
cavern storage. Pressure, temperature and hydrogen atmospheres can have an influence on hydrogen-transporting 
components, such as metals or seal materials. If any substances from these materials dissolve, they may also  
contaminate the stored hydrogen. In combination with the trace gas analysis, the reactors can test the reactions of 
many different materials with hydrogen, such as those used below ground or in fuel stations. With a special fuelling 
module, hydrogen samples can be taken from fuel stations at up to 700 bar and analysed in the laboratory without 
the need for an additional vehicle. 
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5.8 Technically focused computer models

Defining the specific technical endowment of future climate-neutral energy systems is an interesting and highly  
relevant task. Our sophistically calibrated technology-focused energy system models are the cornerstone of these 
considerations. For us it is especially important to compare the technology options without ideological bias and in 
consideration of holistic system perspectives. The Institute of Networked Energy Systems uses optimising approaches 
such as our optimising energy system frameworks, open_eGo (cf. Section 2.2.4) and REMix (cf. Section 2.4.2) or 
FlexiGIS (cf. Section 2.1.2). These techno-economic approaches are increasingly supplemented and supported by 
other disciplines and perspectives. Currently, considering available resources and involved stakeholder are high on 
our research agenda. This makes it to an inter- and multidisciplinary approach. 

For our sophisticated considerations of resource demand and availabilities for future energy systems we developed 
our Framework for the Assessment of Environmental Impacts of Transformation Scenarios (FRITS) (cf. Section 2.4.3), 
which enables the assessment of a wide range of life cycle-based environmental impacts in the categories of  
“climate change”, “human health”, “ecosystem quality” and “resources” [Junne et al. 2020a; Junne et al. 2021].

Our second focus, the consideration of relevant stakeholders, is relying strongly on our cooperation with sociologists 
and philosophers. Among others, we are currently evolving the Cross-Impact Balances – the CIB – approach for 
energy scenarios [Pregger et al. 2019]. In this vein, we are also applying specific technology assessments from a 
system perspective in a holistic social-techno-economic assessment framework, the life cycle sustainability 
assessment (LSCA) [Wilken et al. 2020]. These methodological contributions in the field of LSCA are also combined 
with approaches from Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) in order to cope with the complex and holistic 
decision-making process in this field.

Many of these results are being produced in close cooperation with DLR colleagues in the technical departments.  
In this way, we are contributing to a target driven technological development for achieving a cost-optimal pathway 
of the energy transition.
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5.9 Economic-focused computer models 

The economic simulation models of the Institute of Networked Energy Systems are the result of a long development 
history. Today, these models supplement the DLR’s general technical focus (see Section 2.4), allowing the Institute to 
investigate deeper questions in addition to the purely cost-minimising analysis of a future sustainable energy system. 
This applies in particular to the analysis of energy policy measures and their impacts on energy systems as well as 
further effects, such as on the labour market [O'Sullivan und Edler 2020] or in connection with economic innovation 
(e.g. [O'Sullivan 2020]).

One unique and outstanding selling proposition is the agent-based electricity market model AMIRIS, which is 
applied to analyse energy market designs for future electricity markets. This not only assists with policy decisions 
for selecting among different market design options, it also provides an assessment of operating modes, profitability 
and market prospects for the technology development [Klein et al. 2019a]. The chosen approach of agent-based 
simulation allows a considerable amount of freedom in representing actors and markets. In particular, central 
assumptions of neoclassical economics, such as perfect information or the interaction of rational and  
profit-maximising agents, can be discarded. This opens up many possible areas of investigation, from game-theoretic 
analyses to identifying the “efficiency gap” [Torralba-Díaz et al. 2020]. These analyses generally combine  
agent-based market models with optimising energy systems models in order to further analyse the resulting 
deviations with regard to the “realistic achievability” of optimal system states. The two modelling approaches are 
able to interact and thereby learn from each other. Machine learning methods are also increasingly being used for 
the market models. In past years, ever more focus has been placed on the macroeconomic impacts of energy policy 
measures. Accordingly, a new macroeconomic model based on a Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) 
approach is currently developed [Baldauf 2021]. This young field of research is still establishing itself in the area  
of applied macroeconomic research. So far, our macroeconomic model contains a government, a central bank,  
a household, a labor union, a capital and consumer good producer and a foreign sector. Due to our energy focus it 
considers, three production factors, i.e. labor, capital and hydrogen. Hence, based on our econometrically calculated 
elasticities between the production factors, it allows us already to consider policies on hydrogen and the resulting 
impact on labor, capital or the GDP. One particularly major challenge here lies in the empirical calibration and 
validation of the simulation models. This topic will be addressed by the Institute in the coming years. Initial 
econometric work on this problem has already begun.
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AC: Alternating Current

acatech: German Academy of Science and  

Engineering (Deutsche Akademie der  

Technikwissenschaften)

AMIRIS: Agent-based Model for the 

Integration of Renewables Into the Power 

System (electricity market model of the 

Department of Energy Systems Analysis)

ANN: Artificial Neural Network

API: Application Programming Interface

ARIMA: Autoregressiv Integrated Moving  

Average

B
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BEAM-ME: Project: Implementation of 

acceleration strategies from mathematics and 

computational sciences for optimizing energy  

system models (Realisierung von 

Beschleunigungsstrategien der 

anwendungsorientierten Mathematik und 

Informatik für optimierende 

Energiesystemmodelle, funded by BMWi)

BESS: Battery Energy Storage System

BMBF: German Federal Ministry of Education 

and Research (Bundesministerium für Bildung 

und Forschung) 

BMVI: German Federal Ministry for Transport 

and Digital Infrastructure (Bundesministerium 

für Verkehr und Digitale Infrastruktur) 

BMWi: German Federal Ministry for Economic 

Affairs and Energy (Bundesministerium für 

Wirtschaft und Energie)

BuildHeat: Project: Standardised approaches 

and products for the systemic retrofit of 

residential Buildings, focusing on HEATing and 

cooling consumptions attenuation (funded by 

the European Commission) 

C
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CAMS: Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring 

Service

CAN-Bus: Controller Area Network as a  

communication bus in vehicles

CCS: Combined Charging System (DC fast 

charging plug system for electric vehicles)

CENELEC: European Committee for 

Electrotechnical Standardization

CCAdeMO: Japanese DC fast charging plug 

system for electric vehicles

CHP: Combined Heat and Power

CIB: Cross-Impact-Balance

CNN: Convolutional Neural Network

CRPS: Continuous Ranked Probability Score

CSIR: Council for Scientific and Industrial  

Research

CSP: Concentrating Solar Power

D
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

D2Service Project: Design of 2 Technologies 

& Applications to Service (funded by the 

European Commission) 

DAQ: Data Acquisition

DC: Direct Current

DIW: German Institute for Economic Research 

(Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung)

DLR: German Aerospace Center (Deutsches 

Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt)

DR: Demand Response

DWV: German Hydrogen and Fuel-Cell 

Association (Deutscher Wasserstoff- und 

Brennstoffzellenverband) 

E
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

E2M2: European Electricity Market Model (of 

Stuttgart University)

EBA: European Battery Alliance

ECMWF: European Centre for Medium-Range 

Weather Forecasts 

eDisGo: Model: electric Distribution Grid  

optimization 

EEG: German Renewable Energy Sources Act 

(Energieeinspeisegesetz)

EERA: European Energy Research Alliance

eGon: Project: Open, cross-voltage and cross-

sector planning tool for the optimal use and 

expansion of flexibility options in Germany 

(Offenes, netzebenen- und 

sektorenübergreifendes Planungsinstrument 

für den optimalen Einsatz und Ausbau von 

Flexibilitätsoptionen in Deutschland, funded by 

BMWi)

EisMan: German feed-in management  

(Einspeisemanagement)

EMGIMO: Project:  Grid-friendly commercial 

building in urban regions (Netzdienliche 

Prosumer Gewerbegebäude im urbanen Raum, 

funded by BMWI)

EMOS: Ensemble Model Output Statistics

ENaQ: Project: Energetic Neighbourhood 

Quartier Fliegerhorst Oldenburg (Energetisches 

Nachbarschafts-Quartier Fliegerhorst 

Oldenburg, funded by BMWI)

EnDAT: Energy Data Analysis Tool (Submodel 

of REMix)

enera: Project: Northwestern Showcase witin 

the “Smart Energy Showcase – Digital Agenda 

for the Energy Transition” initiative by BMWi 

(funded by BMWi) 

ENERGY-TRANS: Project: Helmholtz Alliance 

"Future infrastructures for meeting energy  

demands. Towards sustainability and social 

compatibility" (funded by the Helmholtz  

Association) 

EnMap: Environmental Mapping and Analysis 

Program

EOC: Earth Observation Center

EPEX: European Power Exchange

ERAFlex: Project: Effective framework 

conditions for cost optimal expansion of 

renewables with complementary decentralized 

flexibility options in the electricity sector 

(Effektive Rahmenbedingungen für einen 

kostenoptimalen EE-Ausbau mit 

komplementären dezentralen 

Flexibilitätsoptionen im Elektrizitätssektor, 

funded by BMWi)

ESIG: Energy Systems Integration Group

ESMAP: Energy Sector Management  

Assistance Program of the World Bank 

ESP: Energy Storage Partnership of the World 

Bank 

ESYS: Energy Systems of the Future (acatech 

working group: Energiesysteme der Zukunft) 

eTraGo: Model electric Transmission Grid  

optimization

EVA: Energy system simulator for distributed 

asynchronous systems 

EVer: Project „Energy and Transport“ (Projekt 

Energie und Verkehr, funded by DLR)

EWE NETZ: Meteorological cloud-camera  

network in North-West Germany

Eye2Sky: Eye2Sky Laboratory

F
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

FC: Fuel Cell 

FACTS: Flexible AC Transmission Systems

FAME: open Framework for distributed Agent-

based Models of Energy Systems

FCR: Frequency containment reserve

FIB: Focus Ion Beam

FlexiGIS: Model: Open source GIS-based 

platform for modelling energy systems and 

flexibility options in urban areas 

FLSCI: Forum for Sustainability through Life 

Cycle Innovation

FNN: Forum Netztechnik/Netzbetrieb –  

association
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FRITS: Framework for the Assessment of Envi-

ronmental Impacts of Transformation Scenarios

FTIR: Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

FVEE: German Renewable Energy Research 

Association (Forschungsverbund Erneuerbare 

Energien)

G
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

GAMS: General Algebraic Modeling System

GHI: Global Horizontal Irradiance

GIZ: German Corporation for International 

Cooperation (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Inter-

nationale Zusammenarbeit) 

GOES: Geostationary Operational Environmen-

tal Satellite

greenAccess: Project: Voltage levels crosscut-

ting Smart Grid concept of an adaptive and 

automated distribution grid (Entwicklung eines 

Smart Grid Konzepts zur adaptiven spannungs-

ebenen-übergreifenden intelligenten Verteil-

netzautomatisierung im Sinne eines Plug- & 

Automate-Systems, funded by BMWI)

GWS: Institute of Economic Structures 

Research (Gesellschaft für Wirtschaftliche 

Strukturforschung)

H
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

HECTOR School: Technology Business School 

of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)

HI-CAM: Helmholtz Climate Initiative

Himawari: “sunflower” geostationary satel-

lites, operated by the Japan Meteorological 

Agency (JMA)

HPC: High Performance Computing

HyCavMobil: Project:  Hydrogen Cavern for 

Mobility (funded by BMVI) 

HyForPV: Project: Hybrid solar radiation fore-

casts and scalable computations for the system 

integration and trading of PV power (funded 

by BMWi) 

HyReK: Project: Hybride Regulating power  

station (Hybrid Regel Kraftwerk 2.0 –  

Entwicklung, Optimierung und Validierung 

eines sektorenkoppelnden Hybridspeicher- 

systems zur Bereitstellung von Primärregel- 

leistung, funded by BMWI)

I
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

IAEE: International Association for Energy 

Economics

IEA: International Energy Agency

IKT: Information and communication tech-

nology (Informations- und Kommunikations- 

Technologie)

J
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

JP ESI: Joint Programme Energy Systems 

Integration Programme

K
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

KEROSyN100: Project: Development and 

demonstration of a dynamic, efficient and 

scalable process chain for electricity-based 

kerosene (Entwicklung und Demonstration 

einer dynamischen, effizienten und 

skalierbaren Prozesskette für strombasiertes 

Kerosin, funded by BMWi)

KIT: Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

kNN: k-Nearest Neighbors method

KPI: Key Performance Indicator

L
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

LCA: Life Cycle Assessment

LCI: Life Cycle Inventory

LiDaR: Light Detection and Ranging

LifetimeINH5000: Project: Researching 

approaches to maximise the durability and ef-

ficiency of a 5kW-PEM fuel cell thermal power 

station (funded by BMWi) 

LCSA: Life Cycle Sustainability Assessments

LSTM: Long Short-Term Memory

M
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

MAI: Market alignment indicator 

MCDA: Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

MESAP: Modular Energy System Analysis and 

Planning Environment

METEOSAT: European meteorological satellite 

operated by Enmetsat

MetPVNet: Project: Development of innova-

tive satellite-based methods for improved PV 

yield prediction on different time scales for 

applications on distribution grid level (Entwick-

lung innovativer satellitengestützter Methoden 

zur verbesserten PV-Ertragsvorhersage auf 

verschiedenen Zeitskalen für Anwendungen 

auf Verteilnetzebene, funded by BMWi)

MINLP: Mixed Integer Non-Linear  

Programming

MSG: Meteosat Second Generation

N
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

NESTEC: Networked Energy Systems Emula-

tion Centre (NESTEC Laboratory)

NILM: Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring

NMU: Nelson Mandela University

NREL: National Renewable Energy Laboratory

NTNU: Norwegian University of Science and 

Technology

O
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

ODbL: Open Data bank License

oemof: Open Energy Modelling Framework

OLEC: Oldenburg Energy Cluster (Oldenburger 

Energiecluster)

open_eGo: Project: Cross-voltage planning 

tool - for determining the optimal grid and 

storage expansion in Germany - integrated in 

an OpenEnergy platform (Netzebenen übergrei- 

fendes Planungsinstrument – zur Bestimmung 

des optimalen Netz- und Speicherausbaus in 

Deutschland – integriert in einer OpenEner-

gy-Plattform, funded by BMWi)

OpenStreetMap: Open Street Map (OSM) 

data set, crowd source geographical data set

OptiMo: Optimisation Model (Submodel of 

REMix)

osmTGmod: Load-flow model of the German 

transmission-grid, based on the free geo-data-

base OpenStreetMap 

P
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

p.u.: per unit, unit for load-flow calculations

PECVD: Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour 

Deposition

PHIL: Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop

PoF: Program-oriented funding by the 

Helmholtz Association (Programmorientierte 

Forschung)

PowerFactory: Commercial power system 

analysis application

PPRE/SuRE: Postgraduate Programme Renew-

able Energie / Sustainable Renewable Energy 

Technologies

ProPower: Project: Probabilistische EE-Einspei-

seprognosen aus Modellen der numerischen 

Wettervorhersage für die optimierte Betriebs-

führung von Stromsystemen (funded by own 

financial resources)
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PSO: Particle Swarm Optimizer

PtH: Power to Heat

PV: Photovoltaics

PVD: Physical Vapour Deposition

PyPSA: Python for Power System Analysis

R
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

REMix: Renewable Energy Mix for Sustainable 

Electricity Supply (an energy system model of 

the Department of Energy Systems Analysis)

RL: Reinforcement Learning

RMSE: Root Mean Square Error

S
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

SciGRID_gas: Project: Open Source Reference 

Model of European Gas Transport Networks 

for Scientific Studies on Sector Coupling (Of-

fenes Referenzmodell europäischer Gastrans-

portnetze für wissenschaftliche Untersuchun-

gen zur Sektorenkopplung, funded by BMWi)

SciGRID_power: Project: Open Source 

Reference Model of European Transmission 

Networks for Scientific Analysis (Offenes  

Referenzmodell europäischer Übertragungs-

netze für wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen, 

funded by BMBF)

SINTEG: Funding program for large model 

regions - Smart Energy Showcases – Digital 

Agenda for the Energy Transition (SINTEG)" 

(Förderprogramm für Modellregionen- 

Schaufenster intelligente Energie – Digitale 

Agenda für die Energiewende BMWI)

Smart4RES: Smart4RES Project, Next Gener-

ation Modelling and Forecasting of Variable 

Renewable Generation and for Large-scale 

Integration in Energy Systems ans Markets

SoC: State of Charge

SOFC: Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

swb AG: Municipal Utility of Bremen 

(Stadtwerke Bremen AG)

T
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

TCO: Transparent conductive oxides 

TenneT TSO: Transmission system

Terra-SAR-X: Synthetic Aperture Radar 

Satellite

TOR: Thermal energy to operating power ratio

U
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

UVvis: Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy 

V
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

VDI: Association of German Engineers (Verein 

Deutscher Ingenieure)

VDI-RefPro: Project: Developing a VDI 4655 

reference load profile (funded by BMWi) 

VECTOR21: scenario and market analysis 

software for simulating future vehicle markets 

(of the Institute of Vehicle Concepts)

W
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Wobas-A: Cloud camera based forecasting of 

solar irradiance for CSP applications

WorldView-3: Imaging and environ-

ment-monitoring satellite from DigitalGlobe
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About DLR

DLR is the Federal Republic of Germany’s research centre for aeronautics and space. We conduct 
research and development activities in the fields of aeronautics, space, energy, transport, security 
and digitalisation. The German Space Agency at DLR plans and implements the national space 
programme on behalf of the federal government. Two DLR project management agencies over-
see funding programmes and support knowledge transfer.

Climate, mobility and technology are changing globally. DLR uses the expertise of its 55 research 
institutes and facilities to develop solutions to these challenges. Our 10,000 employees share a 
mission – to explore Earth and space and develop technologies for a sustainable future. In doing 
so, DLR contributes to strengthening Germany’s position as a prime location for research and  
industry. 
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